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D E F I A N C E
VOTAN (ALIEN) REFERENCE GUIDE
(Game designs; to be adapted to Series)

    THE VULGE



  IRATHIENT

CHARACTERS:

Deputy Irisa Niir (half human, half Irathient)



  CASTITHAN

CHARACTERS:

Datak Tarr
Stahma Tarr
Alak Tarr
Deputy Milla



   INDOGENE

CHARACTERS:

Doc Meh Yewll
Ellie (half human, half Indogene)
The Stranger



  BIO-MAN

CHARACTER:

Husk 3.1.881 Truman



   LIBERATA

CHARACTERS:
Prairie Wife
Pit Boss



  SCAVENGER

CHARACTERS:

Scavenger Miner #1 and #2
Train Station Porter



D E F I A N C E
(Weapons Reference)

Progressive

STANDARD WEAPONS 
Used by Lawkeepers

And
Other Townspeople in Defiance

Vo-Tech

SPECIAL VO-TECH WEAPONS
Kept Secured

Held in the Care of The Spirit Riders



DARKNESS.  The OPENING CHORDS of our shared MUSICAL FANFARE
(game and series) announce we're entering the world of:

DEFIANCE

Our shared MUSIC CONTINUES as - IMAGES begin to APPEAR. 
Animated GAME GRAPHICS.  Portraying-- 

-- ST. LOUIS.  PRE-ALIEN.  KIDS PLAYING IN PARKS.  BUSTLING
CITY STREETS.  SAILBOATS ON THE RIVER.  LOOKS A LOT LIKE
2011.

WE PUSH IN ON A FAMILY PICNICKING UNDER THE SUN-DAPPLED ST.
LOUIS ARCH.  10-YEAR-OLD YOUNG JEB HOLDS A BP&J IN ONE HAND,
THROWING A TENNIS BALL FOR HIS DOG WITH THE OTHER.  IDYLLIC.

NOLAN (V.O.)
I was ten-years-old when  the alien
Arks first appeared...

YOUNG JEB'S PARENTS TURN UP THE RADIO PROPPED ON THE PICNIC
BLANKET.  THEIR EXPRESSIONS DARKENING AS THEY LISTEN.  JEB
IS BLISSFULLY OBLIVIOUS.  THEN A HUGE SHADOW CRAWLS ACROSS
THE PARK.  JEB FINALLY LOOKS UP, FASCINATED... UNAFRAID... 
HIS POV:  ALIEN ARK SHIPS DESCENDING FROM THE HEAVENS... 

NOLAN (V.O.)
Their home solar system had been
destroyed.  They were looking for a
place to live.  Negotiations began. 
As you can imagine, everybody on
Earth had an opinion about that. 
The negotiations dragged on.  While
thousands of aliens remained on their
ships.

(beat)
I was sixteen when the war started...

-- VARIOUS LOCATIONS, WORLD-WIDE.  WAR.  PARIS - THE SITE OF
A FULL-ON FIRE FIGHT.  TOKYO.  ST. PETERSBURG.  GOBI DESERT.
VOTAN FIGHTERS STREAK THE SMOKE-FILLED SKIES.  HUMAN F-22S
ZOOM PAST.  HIGH IN THE UPPER ATMOSPHERE:  THE ARK SHIPS.

THEN - YOUNG JEB, 16 - IN FULL COMBAT GEAR.  HEADING INTO
HIS FIRST BATTLE.  GREEN.  AFRAID.  HE'S HELPING DEFEND ST.
LOUIS.  THE ARCH OVERHEAD.  SUDDENLY INCOMING VOTAN FIRE. 
JEB AND OTHERS DIVE FOR COVER.  JEB LOOKS UP TO WITNESS:  A
LARGE CHUNK BLOWN OUT OF THE ARCH'S PINNACLE.  HE STARES
WIDE-EYED, THEN COVERS UP AS DEBRIS RAINS...

NOLAN (V.O.)
The worst kind of ugly.  Human versus
alien, sure.  But also human versus
human, alien versus alien.  Nine
years of ugly.

(MORE)
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NOLAN (V.O.) (CONT'D)
(beat)

Then - Arkfall.

-- THE SKIES.  AS ONE OF THE ARKS BEGINS TO EXPLODE FROM
WITHIN.  THEN - OTHERS DO THE SAME.  THE ARKS BEGIN TO BREAK
UP.  PIECES FALLING THROUGH THE ATMOSPHERE.  SOME BITS BURNING
UP.  BUT MANY LARGER PIECES SLAMMING SPECTACULARLY TO EARTH...

NOLAN (V.O.)
Nobody knows who sabotaged the alien
Arks.  Could've been us humans.  Or
maybe it was an inside job.  Anyway,
the Arks falling wasn't the real
problem...

(beat)
It was the terraformers...

-- VARIOUS LOCATIONS.  AS HUGE (4-STORIES TALL) PIECES OF
HIGHLY-ADVANCED VOTAN TECHNOLOGY EXPLODE FROM INSIDE HULKING
PIECES OF FALLEN ARKS.  THESE ARE THE TERRAFORMERS.  THEY
FIRE UP... AWAKENING... COMING ALIVE...

-- THE TERRAFORMERS RELEASE A HUGE BLAST OF LIGHT AND
ENERGY... FIRST SCORCHING THE TERRAIN FOR MILES IN ALL
DIRECTIONS... LEAVING A BUBBLING, CHARRED, SMOLDERING
CARBONIZED WASTELAND.  THEN - JAGGED MOUNTAINS ERUPT FROM
THE EARTH; VAST VALLEYS SINK AND CRUMBLE INTO FATHOMLESS
DEPTHS GREATER THAN THE GRANDEST GRAND CANYON... 

HUGE EXPLOSIONS OF EARTH EXPLODE INSIDE AND OUTSIDE THE
DESERTED CITY OF ST. LOUIS.  CITY STREETS, RESIDENTIAL STREETS
BEING BURIED SPECTACULARLY.  LAYER UPON LAYER...

NOLAN (V.O.)
When the damaged terraformers were
done, it wasn't exactly Earth anymore. 
But not exactly an alien world, either.

-- CLOSE SHOTS... AS THE BEGINNINGS OF BIZARRE EARTH-ALIEN
HYBRID PLANT LIFE BEGINS TO POKE UP THROUGH THE SMOLDERING
EARTH.  GRASS - NOT ALWAYS GREEN - SPROUTS.

-- WHERE ST. LOUIS USED TO BE.  NOW A VERDANT VALLEY.  ONLY
THE TOP PORTION OF THE DAMAGED ARCH AND THE TOP FLOORS OF
THREE SKYSCRAPERS POKING THROUGH THE SOIL...

NOLAN (V.O.)
The war ended when both sides realized
that survival was the new priority. 
A shared priority...

(beat)
We humans did it for our children...

(MORE)
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NOLAN (V.O.) (CONT'D)
(beat)

The aliens did it for their
children...

TIME LAPSES AS... WE SEE HUMANS AND ALIENS BEGINNING TO ARRIVE
IN THIS VALLEY... SLOWLY, BUILDINGS START TO GO UP AROUND
THE SKYSCRAPERS... ECLECTIC IN DESIGN, PART HUMAN, PART
ALIEN... MAKESHIFT... BUT A MAIN STREET IS STARTING TO FORM...

NOLAN (V.O.)
Turns out there were lots of alien
species.  Not just one...

IN THE DEVELOPING TOWN, WE SEE THE DIFFERENT SPECIES ...
CASTITHANS... IRATHIENTS... INDOGENES... SCAVENGERS...
LIBERATA...

NOLAN (V.O.)
Oh, and as the general term for
themselves, they prefer to be called
"Votans".  Votan - not alien.  If
they say so...

-- THE MAIN STREET IS NOW COMPLETED.  BUSTLING.  WITH HUMANS
AND VOTANS.  VARIOUS VIEWS AS--

NOLAN (V.O.)
Ultimately, I came home to St. Louis. 
Except it isn't called St. Louis
anymore.  It's now called Defiance.

(beat)
'Defiance' of the ugliness that was
the war.  'Defiance' of the violence
that still infects so much of the
rest of the world...

(beat)
I'd held a gun so long, I... I just
gravitated to the job that I felt
best suited for...

-- CLOSE ON A LAWKEEPER BADGE.  YEARS OLD ALREADY.  PAN UP
TO THE FACE OF JEB NOLAN, NOW IN HIS 40S.  LINED AND STRONG. 
SURVEYING THE TOWN WITH A WATCHFUL EYE...

NOLAN (V.O.)
Defiance is my town.  I've sworn to
protect it.  To protect those who've
come here for a better life.  Both
human... and Votan.  Because...

(beat)
Our children's future... the future
of our new shared Earth... depends
on what we do here...

-- FULL SHOT:  MAIN STREET OF DEFIANCE.  HOLD, AND---
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ACT ONE

EXT. ELLICE FOOTHILLS - NIGHT

STILL GAME GRAPHICS.  A stark NEO-EARTH LANDSCAPE sprawls
before us under a ripe full moon, bisected by the Arkbelt
(pieces of the long-ago shattered alien Arks - still floating
high in Earth's upper atmosphere).  And now... THE GAME
GRAPHICS BLEED TO -- PHOTO REAL.  WE'RE IN OUR SHOW NOW.  

O.S. SOUND of RASPY, ROUGH BREATHING.  We FAST PAN DOWN--

FIGURES IN MOTION.  Too close to identify.  Running up these
foothills.  A foot chase.  The man being chased is:  LUKE
McCAWLEY (22, human, strong).  Despite his formidable size,
Luke is scared, clutching something (about the size of a
volleyball) in his arms as he runs.  We don't see who's
chasing him.  In fact, we INTERCUT--

TPS POV - We follow behind Luke's PURSUER.  Any gamer
recognizes this - it's Third Person Shooter POV.  Luke calls
frantically--  

LUKE
You're crazy!  You know that?!  You're
going down for this, asshole!  I
swear I'm gonna--

And his eyes go wide as they catch sight of - an alien-tech
CHARGE-BLADE (like a glowing-energy-rimmed chainsaw) whipping
up into FRAME, flashing ON.  Powerful and scary looking.

LUKE
Ok ok ok!  You want it that bad,
I'll give it to you!  Just--

And he starts to hand out what's in his arms.  It's some
sort of odd-shaped ALIEN-TECH SPHERE.  But - the Charge-Blade
is raised anyway.  Terrified, Luke turns to run.  The Charge-
Blade SLASHES, raking his back deeply.  Then--  

SLOW MOTION - as Luke falls, slamming face-first into the
hillside (which is covered in low-growing neo-Earth flora). 
The alien sphere also hits the ground, and the impact stirs
something - a flurry of energy traces around the sphere's
interior, then suddenly-- 

A MOMENTARY BURST OF LIGHT AND ENERGY BELCHES FROM THE SPHERE. 
INSTANTLY SCORCHING AND BUBBLING A 15-FOOT LONG V-SHAPED
WEDGE OF EARTH (a mini-version of the terraforming we just
witness in our GAME GRAPHIC opening sequence).

The pursuer moves in for a closer look.  Part of Luke's head
and shoulder was caught in the energy blast - they are now
charred smoldering carbon just like the wedge of hillside. 
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Suddenly - some sort of futuristic cell-phone begins RINGING
O.S.  The pursuer ignores it.  Instead reaching for the (now
inert) sphere.  Moment, then a very large work boot steps
hard into FRAME, landing beside what used to be Luke's head.

RILED MAN'S VOICE (O.S.)
You're trying to gouge us, that's
what you're trying to do!

ON TRACK, BRING UP a ROWDY CLASH OF VOICES.  AND--

EXT. MAIN STREET - DEFIANCE - EARLY MORNING

Bustling already.  Always lots of energy in Defiance.  Always
lots to do.  The ROWDY VOICES are coming from--

EXT. HARMONY HALL - EARLY MORNING

A large new construction on Main Street.  Built with odd
alien angles - but also with the familiar aspects of a human
church.  A large "H" stands tall on the roof.  H for Harmony. 

ANOTHER MAN'S VOICE (O.S.)
-- Gouge you?!    

INT. HARMONY HALL - EARLY MORNING

Large, impressive.  Again remindful of a church - a church
that's not exactly a church.  The wood is all fresh and
roughly-hewn.  Presently, the room is filled with TOWNSPEOPLE. 
Rowdy townspeople.  All walks - BUSINESS OWNERS, RANCHERS,
MINERS.  The mix is 70% HUMAN, 30% VOTAN (a mix of Castithans,
Irathients, Indogene, etc.).  The tone in the assembly isn't
angry.  Just... spirited.  Very spirited.  The Riled Man we
heard earlier is RICCA (Indogene), a shop owner--

RICCA
Yes - gouge me!  How'm I supposed to
run my business when people like you
keep kicking prices higher and higher--

He is yelling across at WALTER (human), a businessman--

WALTER
People like me, Ricca?  Seriously?

RICCA
You know what I mean, Walter.  I
mean people who raise prices on their
neighbors when supplies are short--

The RUMBLE of disagreement just gets louder.  SOUND of a
gavel --
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ANGLE - PODIUM.  Where territorial mayor AMANDA PIERKOFF
(40s, human, earthy-sexy) uses her gavel to attempt some
semblance of control--  

AMANDA
People!  People - please!  One at a
time!  Always one at a...

She realizes the futility.  She looks over toward a big man
leaning against a wall, one booted foot cocked against the
wall.  

ANGLE - THOSE BOOTS.  Vaguely western-style, well-worn - the
leather is some sort of strange yellow-green striated alien-
reptile skin.  CAMERA RISES TO REVEAL--

JEB NOLAN (40s, human - a big man with a big presence). 
From our opening - now in the flesh.  That years-old Lawkeeper
badge prominent on his vest.  Nolan has lived enough life
for ten men.  Warrior, leader, protector.

He glances toward the podium, catches Amanda looking his
way.  She's gesturing with her head, "Won't you please do
something?"  Nolan just cocks his head, giving her a wry
look.  Amanda gives him her own wry look back, "Thanks loads."

ON THE PODIUM - with Amanda are a few of the town's more
prominent citizens and businessmen.  Including 3.1.881 HUSK
TRUMAN - leader of the Spirit Riders, who run this Harmony
Hall.  Husk is a Bio-Man - a biologically engineered human
soldier from the war.  He's huge.  And heavily scarred.  His
warm, open expression belies his brutish appearance.  He
wears an "H" (for Harmony) pendant around his neck.  All
Spirit Riders do.

Also on the podium is powerful mine owner RAFE McCAWLEY (50,
human - big and hard), a self-made man who still doesn't
mind getting his hands dirty.  And DATAK TARR (late 40s, a
Castithan - tall and imperious), a very controlled individual,
never shows what he's thinking...

RAFE
(voice loud, commanding)

This gouging can work both ways. 
I've got two hundred men working my
mines.  They shop where they want
now.  But how'd you business people
like it if I started pointing them
to one business over another?  Drive
anybody I don't like out of business-- 

(turns to Datak)
How would that sit with you, Tarr?

Datak is clearly someone Rafe doesn't like.  Datak serenely
indicates the Human Businessman in the crowd--
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DATAK
Like Walter's millenary supply
business, my tool and equipment
concern depends on getting the best
prices possible--

RAFE
Best price is one thing.  You're
putting a tourniquet around this
town's neck--

DATAK
It's all common economics.  Don't I
recall your mine workers in here a
few meetings ago decrying your own
deplorable salary practices--

Rafe's eyes narrow.

IN THE CROWD - Nolan still easily watches the assembly.  He
notes - a couple of the SPIRIT RIDERS (ex-soldiers, both
Human and Votan, also with the "H" pendants) wresting bottles
of Stim (alcohol) from some ROWDIES.

AMANDA
Gentlemen...

(to the assembly)
All of this talk of short supplies
will hopefully soon be moot.  The
Overland is scheduled to reach
Defiance in a couple of hours--

VOICE IN THE CROWD
-- if it makes it --

GRUMBLE of pessimistic agreement from some of the assembly. 
Amanda bristles at the negative attitude--

AMANDA
When the Overland arrives, supplies
will be replenished.

(then, moving on)
Looks like a beautiful day out there
today, and we've all got plenty of
things to do.  So if there are no
further issues for discussion--

ANOTHER VOICE IN THE CROWD
School books!

Amanda's face shifts.  This is a hot-button issue.

ON NOLAN - Now he eases away from the wall.  No longer casual. 
He scans the assembly differently now.
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AMANDA
I'm going to suggest we table that
topic for the moment--

The energy in the crowd has instantly intensified--

HUMAN PRAIRIE WOMAN
Table nothing!  My kids can't
understand first thing about this
bizarre Votan math--

HUMAN MINER/FATHER
That's because it stinks!  Bring
back human math!

IRATHIENT MINER/FATHER
You mean stupid math?!

The two Miner/Fathers exchange hard looks.  That's all it
takes.  They start pushing through to get to each other--

SCAVENGER MOTHER
I'm Votan - and my kids don't get
it, either!

On the podium, Datak raises his voice over the growing clamor--

DATAK
Votan mathematics is more advanced. 
It formed the foundation of how we
were able to traverse the galaxy to
come to Earth.  And, I hasten to
say, not vice versa...

Rafe glares at him.  Datak just offers a small superior smile.

In the crowd, the Human Miner/Father reaches his Irathient
counterpart.  He's about to take a swing, when - he's grabbed
powerfully from behind.  By Nolan.  The Irathient is also
taking a swing.  Nolan grabs him, too.  Gets them both in
matching headlocks.

The assembly starts to quiet considerably as Nolan wades
onto the podium.  He turns, faces the assembly with both red-
faced men locked in his powerful arms.  

HUMAN MINER/FATHER
(his face squished,
making him talk funny)

We were just engaging in spirited
debate, Chief...
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IRATHIENT MINER/FATHER
(likewise)

Mayor always says these town meetings
are meant for spirited debate...

NOLAN
Just as long as 'spirited' doesn't
lead to somebody needing stitches...

(maintaining his hold;
turns to Amanda)

I believe the floor is yours, Madame
Mayor...

Amanda meets his eye.  Tries to hide her amusement.  AND--

EXT. MAIN STREET - DEFIANCE - MORNING

The town meeting breaking up, folks exiting the Harmony Hall. 
"Spirited debate" continues among some as they exit.  Nolan
and Amanda make their way back toward their offices.  Amanda
carries a worn leather folio spilling with paperwork...

AMANDA
You think that petty bickering will
ever end?

NOLAN
Could be worse.  Has been worse.

Amanda sure knows that.  Nolan looks at her.

NOLAN
You get any sleep last night?

AMANDA
Probably same as you got.

We can tell this is a problem of hers.  And Nolan knows it. 
Cares.  Moment, then--

AMANDA
You wanna know what woke me up at
four a.m.?  I was dreaming I was
eating a candy bar.  I could taste
it.  A Butterfinger.  Remember those?

Takes Nolan a moment, then he smiles at his own conjured memory--

NOLAN
Remember Trick or Treating...?

AMANDA
Snickers... M&Ms... Skittles...
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Amanda's eye goes to the (damaged) St. Louis Arch in the not-
so-great distance...  

AMANDA
All of old St. Louis is right here
below our feet.  People are always
digging down, scrounging.  Candy
bars were so full of preservative
crap, maybe there are still some
down there--

Her voice trails off.  Smiles.

AMANDA
I do need sleep.

NOLAN
Told ya.

They've reached Skyscraper #1 - the top three floors of one
of those surviving pre-war St. Louis high rises.  The tallest
structure in Defiance.  Home to the Mayor's office.

AMANDA
You ready for the arrival of the
Overland?

Way she says it, it carries some special significance.

NOLAN
I've got extra deputies waiting.

Amanda nods.  Time to part.  The briefest moment between
them.  Amanda starts to say something personal, when--

IRISA  (O.S.)
-- Chief!

So much for the personal moment.  As - deputy IRISA NIIR (mid-
20s, half human, half Irathient) hurries this way.  Not tall,
Irisa more than makes up for it with enthusiasm and smarts.

IRISA
(nods to Amanda)

Mayor...
(breathless, to Nolan)

Chief, Davy just called in from the
Ellice foothills.  Found something -
says he needs you up there straight
away. 

Nolan and Amanda exchange a look.  There's always something...
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EXT. ELLICE FOOTHILLS - DAY

An LK (Lawkeeper) SKIMMER (half dune buggy, half alien-tech)
kicks up dust as it zips along a dirt road.

IRISA (O.S.)
Let me take point on whatever this
is, ok, Chief?

INT. LK SKIMMER - DAY

Nolan drives; Irisa shotgun.

NOLAN
Davy didn't say what it was?

IRISA
(shakes head)

Just said he needed the Chief.  
(beat)

C'mon, let me see what I can do. 
Practice, you know...

NOLAN
-- Practice being Chief?

Irisa nods.  Why not?

IRISA
Might also think about letting me
drive every once in a--

NOLAN
You drive all the time.

IRISA
Not with you.  You always drive.

NOLAN
If I'm in the car, I drive.  It's
just my thing.

IRISA
What is with you guys?  My father
was the exact same way.  Must be a
dad thing--

She catches herself.  But not soon enough.  She steals a
look at Nolan.  No sign that it meant anything to him. 
Still...  Grateful for the distraction, Irisa spots up ahead:

THROUGH WINDSHIELD - two skimmers parked off the road.  One
of them is another LK skimmer.  A DEPUTY with a troubled
expression waits.
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IRISA
There's Davy.

(frowns)
What's with his expression?

Nolan also notices the expression.  Not good.  OFF Nolan--

EXT. ELLICE FOOTHILLS - DAY

The deputy is DAVY HART (22, human - surfer-cute but with
smarts).  Half sitting on his skimmer's fender, absently
scratching at his shin in a kind of nervous gesture.  It
matches his troubled expression.

Nolan and Irisa climb from their skimmer--

NOLAN
What ya got, Davy?

DAVY
I... I was patrolling.  Saw this
skimmer out here.  Abandoned. 
Apparently.

Irisa reads the logo on the side of the abandoned skimmer--

IRISA
McCawley Mines...

Without another word, Davy motions up the hillside. 
Something's up there.  OFF Nolan--

UP THE HILLSIDE - MOMENTS LATER

UP ANGLE - as the three Lawkeepers approach.  Whatever Davy
is showing them is just below FRAME.  Davy doesn't want to
look again - he's already seen it.  Irisa sees it - and she
instantly stiffens.  Nolan stares.  Troubled.  And saddened. 

ANGLE - REVEALING the body we saw murdered last night.  Lying
in that field of neo-Earth flora (the plants are closed
tightly - must be nocturnal).  Those deep cuts in the body's
back.  But worst of all is the terraformed head and shoulder. 
A horrible sight.  Irisa finds her voice--

IRISA
-- Any idea who it is?

Nolan is pulling on a glove as he kneels.  Gently turns the
head.  The other profile is intact.  They all recognize him.

DAVY
My God... it's Luke...
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NOLAN
Rafe McCawley's son.

Both Davy and Irisa are trying to stay professional in the
face of what they are looking at.  Meanwhile, Nolan carefully
eyes the body--

NOLAN
Cuts on his back... they're deep
but... they look like they cauterized
almost immediately.

IRISA
What happened to his head?  What
could've done that--

We can tell from Nolan's expression that he knows.  But
doesn't say.  Meanwhile, he's spotted something else.  Moves
to the edge of the terraformed patch near Luke's head.  Kneels
again.  He's looking at:  a partial boot print solidified in
the carbonized topsoil.  Davy and Irisa step forward.

IRISA
Look how wide the heel is...

DAVY
Castithans wear boots like that...

Nolan stares at the troubling boot print.  To Irisa--

NOLAN
Get the scan-write from the skimmer. 
I want captures of that print.  Then
the whole site.  In grids like I
taught you.

Irisa nods quickly, hurries off.  Davy stares at the body--

DAVY
How do you think his father's gonna
react to this?

NOLAN
How does any parent react when their
child is dead?

DAVY
Yeah, but - Rafe McCawley?  Especially
if one of the Votans did it--

He says "Votan" with a prejudiced edge.  The ugly notion
just hangs.

IRISA (O.S.)
Hey!  Down here!
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They turn.  Irisa is halfway down the hillside.  She's found
something.  

ANGLE - as Nolan and Davy move to her.  She points down to
the dirt.  Something is glinting there:  an American silver
dollar.  On a chain.  Nolan takes out a pencil, lifts it by
the chain.  As it twirls in the sun--

DAVY
Looks pre-war.

NOLAN
It is...

Nolan looks back up the hill toward the murder site. 
Wondering.  And very concerned.  OFF Nolan--

EXT. SKYSCRAPER #1 - DEFIANCE MAIN ST. - ESTABLISHING - DAY

AMANDA (pre-lap)
You sure it was Votan technology?

INT.  AMANDA'S OFFICE - DAY

The mayor's office.  On the top floor (well, the third floor)
of Skyscraper #1.  An impressive, oak-paneled, old-Earth
style office, with a large window overlooking Main Street
below.  Amanda and Nolan here.  The door is shut.

NOLAN
Yeah, it's pretty clear the murder
weapon was a Charge-Blade.

(off Amanda's wince at
such a horrible death)

Yeah.

AMANDA
And the body was... scarred by
exposure to a terraformer?

NOLAN
(nodding)

I think Luke was carrying a piece of
terraforming tech - dropped it when
he was cut down.  He was probably
killed for it.

AMANDA
So whoever killed Luke now has a
piece of terraform tech.  Great. 
Something that powerful...

NOLAN
That valuable...

(MORE)
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NOLAN (CONT'D)
(beat)

May've come down in that latest
arkfall a couple of weeks ago...

Nolan toggles a control on a VID SCREEN on Amanda's desk.  

ON THE VID SCREEN:  TOWN SECURITY CAM imagery of what look
like small bright meteorites streaking from the night sky. 
Some land with a WOMPH of dirt spray.  A couple hit
storefronts, shattering glass.  Excited townspeople run from
where they've taken cover, rush to recover this fallen
treasure... 

AMANDA
Well, whoever's got it now--

NOLAN
-- was willing to murder Luke McCawley
for it.  

Amanda takes a bracing breath.  Looks at Nolan--  

AMANDA
Luke is Rafe McCawley's son.  And
his killer may be Votan.  Walk
carefully on this one, Jeb.

OFF Nolan--

EXT. TARR TOOL & EQUIPMENT VENTURE - DAY

On a side street off of Main.  A large storefront, proudly
Votan in design.

INT. SALES ROOM - TARR TOOL & EQUIPMENT - DAY

A large table on which various ALIEN-TECH MINING DEVICES are
on display.  Datak Tarr sits on one side of the table, a
trio of SUPPORT EMPLOYEES standing behind him (one Castithan,
one Indogene, one human).  Also:  his son ALAK TARR (17,
Castithan - slimly athletic), a kid with some pretty familiar
teen-boy cocky attitude, fueled by being Datak Tarr's son.

On the other side of the table:  Rafe McCawley.  With his
own SUPPORT PEOPLE (one human, one Irathient).  Also:  his
son QUENTIN TARR (19, human - glasses, soft handsomeness),
always trying to prove himself worthy of being Rafe's son.

RAFE
(hard)

These aren't the same prices you
charge your own kind--

Datak just cocks his head.
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DATAK
From everything I hear, your mining
activities are doing very well.  In
large part, I'm told, thanks to your
reliance on the Votan-tech equipment
I provide you... 

Rafe hates that fact.  Mainly because it's so true.

DATAK
You're a very rich man, Rafe.  Only
getting richer.

RAFE
Yeah.  But what I got, you want to
take.  

DATAK
But your life is so much more
promising now that I've brought you
this technology.  You have a much
more... advanced future to look
forward.  Thanks to me.  And my kind.

(beat)
I'm entitled to my fair share.

These two powerful men lock eyes.  Quentin shifts his weight
angrily--

QUENTIN
C'mon, dad.  We don't need their
lousy equipment--

Alak glares across at Quentin, but, for some reason, holds
his tongue.  Then - O.S. SOUND of door opening.  They look. 
Nolan is entering.

DATAK
Lawkeeper...

(indicates table)
We're in the midst of a rather tenuous
negotiation at the moment...

NOLAN
Rafe.  I need to talk to you.

His tone gives everyone pause.  Rafe kicks back his chair,
rises.   Nolan nods Rafe to a spot away from the table. 
Datak - and Alak - watch curiously as, across the way--

Nolan stands with Rafe and Quentin, telling them something
with a very serious attitude.  Datak and Alak are too far
away to hear.  But they see:  looks of shock and dread coming
onto Rafe's and Quentin's faces.  They both ease closer to
overhear.  Rafe struggles mightily to contain himself--
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RAFE
How'd he die--

NOLAN
Whyn't you take a minute, Rafe.

RAFE
How did Luke die?!

ON ALAK - reacting to hearing this.  The fact that Luke is
dead appears to have some special significance to Alak.

NOLAN
He died at somebody's hand.

RAFE
He was murdered?

NOLAN
We're investigating.

(strong)
Let my office handle this.

Rafe's eyes go to steel.  Quentin is emotionally torqued. 
He looks at his father's expression, labors to mirror it.
Nolan glances over at the Tarrs.  Clearly they've overheard.
Datak is troubled, but there's another level to his
expression.  He's thinking.  Datak is always figuring the
angles.  Nolan watches him.  HOLD, and--

EXT. TARR TOOL & EQUIPMENT VENTURE - 3 MINUTES LATER

Rafe, Quentin, and their people are leaving, big hard strides--

RAFE
We need to find your sister...

Nolan and Datak step out of the storefront door, watching
the McCawleys go.  Alak suddenly shoves out the door past
Nolan and Datak, heads off down the street in a big hurry. 
Nolan notes this.  Datak studies the McCawleys...

DATAK
A horrible, horrible thing.

(beat)
Every child in Defiance is an
invaluable constituent in our shared
future together...

Would've been nice if this had a little more heart behind
it.  Nolan picks his moment, and--

NOLAN
By the way, it looks like Luke was
killed with a pretty unique weapon...

(MORE)
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NOLAN (CONT'D)
(pause)

A Charge-Blade.

Nolan studies Datak's reaction.  Datak reacts with due
surprise.  Then his expression turns defensive.

DATAK
And you are making a point of telling
me this - why?

NOLAN
Your business sells a lot of them,
that's all.

DATAK
Implying-- ?

NOLAN
Nothing.  But once this fact gets
around, others in town will start
implying plenty.  Just thought you
ought to know...

Nolan moves off.  OFF Datak, stewing, but also thinking--

EXT. HARMONY HALL - DAY

The Spirit Riders in evidence, handing out flyers and
pamphlets.  Several citizen HARMONY VOLUNTEERS (both human
and Votan) also handing them out.  Among the volunteers--

CHRISTIE McCAWLEY (17, human - country-fresh beauty)
enthusiastically offering the handouts to PASSERSBY...

CHRISTIE
Harmony meeting Thursday night...  
Hope you can come...  Do your part
for Harmony...  Harmony is spreading...

An older woman, MRS. BEALLY (60, human), is passing.

CHRISTIE
Hi, Mrs. Beally.  You coming to the
Harmony meeting this Thursday?

Mrs. Beally looks at her cynically.  Then she looks past
Christie, to the Spirit Riders.  Her eye falls on Husk, the
Spirit Riders' huge Bio-Man leader, in conversation nearby...

MRS. BEALLY
Christie McCawley... I can't imagine
what your father is thinking, letting
you associate with these... these ex-
military...
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CHRISTIE
My father doesn't let me.  I--

(changes the subject)
These Spirit Riders are good men,
all of them.  They are planting
Harmony here in Defiance.  You should
come on Thursday, listen to their
message--

Mrs. Beally's expression:  not a chance in hell.  Then an
O.S. WHIR.  The WHIR is - Husk's bio-enhanced legs as he steps
over.  Mrs. Beally swallows hard at his sheer size.

CHRISTIE
Mrs. Beally, you know Husk, the leader
of the Spirit Riders...

MRS. BEALLY
M-mister Husk...

HUSK
Just Husk, ma'am.  No 'mister'.

(glances at pamphlet)
I see you have one of our pamphlets. 
You know, Harmony isn't just a vague
concept or empty platitude tossed
around by politicians anymore.  It
is a movement.  Vibrant and alive. 
Taking root in small pockets all
around the globe.

(re pamphlet)
Please, have a read.  And if you're
so inclined, I would love to see you
here Thursday night.

He towers over her.  Inadvertently intimidating.  Mrs. Beally
stares, backing away slowly... 

MRS. BEALLY
I, uh, yes, I'll read...  Thursday?...
I'm not sure...  But... let me read...

And she hurries off.  Husk watches her go.

HUSK
Too strong?  I never mean to be.

CHRISTIE
(amused)

Not at all.  To get Mrs. Beally to
consider coming?  Just right.

Husk nods, pleased, and ambles off.  Suddenly - a commotion
nearby.  Christie looks over.  Here comes Alak, racing this
way along the sidewalk.  Christie brightens as she sees him 
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approaching.  Then - her expression shifts as she sees the
look in his eye.  As he slams up--

CHRISTIE
-- Alak?

ALAK
Christie... I...

CHRISTIE
(worried now)

What is it?  What's wrong?

He just takes her in his arms, holds her.  Normally he'd
never do this so publicly.  Passersby instantly look at them,
many not pleased.  Now Christie is really scared--

CHRISTIE
My God, Alak.  What--

ALAK
Your brother...  Luke... I heard...

(beat)
...He's dead...

Christie pushes away to look Alak in the eye.  She can tell
from Alak's expression that he's telling the truth.  

CHRISTIE
W-what happened?  How--

ALAK
Somebody... somebody killed him...

Christie stares in growing horror.  Tears flood.  She throws
her arms around Alak, clinging to him.

ALAK
I had to be with you when you heard. 
Had to be the one to hold you.  I
knew your father would never let me
anywhere near you...

His voice trails off.  She sobs against his chest.  Passersby
continue to eye them.  Many still very disapproving...

EXT. DOC YEWLL'S OFFICE - ESTABLISHING - DAY

On the second story, just up some back stairs off Main Street.
We HEAR someone SNEEZING hard from the office...

INT. DOC YEWLL'S OFFICE - DAY

The person SNEEZING is a BIG MINER, looking miserable.  He's
being handed some pills by DOC MEH YEWLL (60, Indogene female - 
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still with a grand elegance despite the years tending to the
sick in some very inhospitable environments).

DOC YEWLL
Whatever you got, maybe this'll help.

BIG MINER
Doc, c'mon.  Maybe?

DOC YEWLL
Maybe not.  You're human - you people
catch stuff left and right, hard for
me to keep up.

Nolan stands nearby, impatient.  The Miner eyes the pills--

BIG MINER
This ain't some Votan crap, is it--

DOC YEWLL
All I know is Votan crap.  Ok, I'm
done.  I can't help you more'n that. 
Out.  Out.

Dismayed, the Miner wanders past Nolan, exiting.  

NOLAN
I need whatever you've got on Luke
McCawley, Doc.  Need it fast.

DOC YEWLL
Like I'm usually slow?

Nolan follows her to where Luke's covered body is laid out.

DOC YEWLL
Time of death looks to be around two
a.m., give or take.  And - right off
the bat, hate to be the bearer of
the bad, but - murder weapon was
indeed a Charge-Blade.

Yewll touches the body, and the diagnostic prosthetics built
into her Indogene forearm scroll additional data--

NOLAN
And the burns on his face and
shoulder...?

DOC YEWLL
You were right about that, too.  He
got a face-full of terraformer. Post-
mortem.  Killed first, then moments
later - zap, terraformer.  

(MORE)
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DOC YEWLL (CONT'D)
(turns to Nolan)

Where'd he come in contact with
terraformer tech?

NOLAN
Don't know, Doc.  And I'd appreciate
it if you'd keep it to yourself for
now...

DOC YEWLL
I'm a small town doctor.  All I do
is keep secrets...

(then)
And then there's this--

She indicates Luke's other shoulder.  A big, nasty RED RASH. 
Before Nolan can ask--

DOC YEWLL
No, I don't know what it is.  I know
human young get something called
acne.  Maybe - shoulder acne?

NOLAN
That isn't acne.  Can you--

DOC YEWLL
Not acne?   Really?

(then)
I'll do my best.  I mean, humans...

SOUND of someone POUNDING up the stairs outside.  Then -
another of Nolan's deputies, MILLA (20, Castithan female),
shoves through the door, out of breath--

MILLA
Chief!  Irisa sent me to find you. 
The Overland from the Bay Area is
coming in.  It actually made it. 
But - there's something not right.

Nolan exchanges a look with Yewll, then is already moving
for the door--

EXT. MAG-LEV TRAIN STATION - DAY

HIGH BEAUTY SHOT - as the Overland train tears across the
prairie toward the station.  One of the middle cars ablaze!
But it isn't conventional red-orange fire.  It's COLD-FIRE -
the flames are cool shades of flickering blue.

AT STATION PLATFORM - Nolan pushes through the gaping
BYSTANDERS.  Sees three of his DEPUTIES here armed with
standard-issue PROGRESSIVE TECH RIFLES.  He spins to witness: 
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the blazing train slamming into the station!  The SCREECH of
brakes is deafening!

The TRAIN STATION CREW immediately turns hoses on the flames. 
STEAM roils like water thrown on dry ice.  The doors FLY
open.  Nolan leaps forward to help the dazed PASSENGERS. 
The Deputies drop their guns, leap in to help.  Bystanders
do, too.  Everybody does their part.  Everyone except--

A STRANGER (male, Indogene) who stands among the bystanders. 
The only person whose reaction isn't consistent with everyone
else's...

Nolan pushes past him, calling out--

NOLAN
Make a hole!  Single-file 'em!  Make
a hole!

(pointing)
Injured ones there, others over there!

The TRAIN ENGINEER, bleeding forehead, stumbles unsteadily
from the engine.  Nolan grabs him, steadies him--

NOLAN
-- What happened?

ENGINEER
We were attacked!  Ten jumps before
the north approach!

NOLAN
You see who?

The Engineer shakes his head.  Nolan is not happy.  Then,
suddenly, he freezes.  A YOUNG WOMAN passenger, dazed, is
coming off the train.  Nolan is surprised.

NOLAN
Gillian...?

The young woman, GILLIAN (mid-20s, human, smart-pretty) turns. 
Sees him.  And is instantly walloped by mixed emotions.

GILLIAN
Hi, Dad...

NOLAN
I had no idea... you didn't tell me
you were coming...

GILLIAN
No, I didn't...
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Behind her, a pair of head-to-toe armored GUARDS (human armor
familiar from the game) step from the train.  Both wielding
powerful VO-TECH RIFLES.  Intimidating.  One has his Vo-tech
rifle slung over his shoulder, so he can carry a YOUNG GIRL
in his other arm.  The young girl is ELLIE (age 4, half human,
half Indogene).  She looks frightened.  The Guard removes
his helmet so he's less scary.  Our first look at:  TOMMY
PINE (mid-20s, human - hair a little shaggy).

Gillian rushes over, taking Ellie from Tommy--

GILLIAN
Thank you!  Thank you so much!

TOMMY
No problemo.  I was getting off the
burning train anyway.

GILLIAN
(to Ellie)

That was... really exciting, wasn't
it sweetheart?  Really...

(low, to herself)
...very exciting.

Gillian turns toward Nolan.

GILLIAN
Ellie... you probably don't remember
your grandfather...

Nolan stares.  

NOLAN
She's grown so much...

GILLIAN
(with a tinge of edge)

They do that...

NOLAN
Hi, Ellie.  I--

DEPUTY  (O.S.)
Chief!!

He turns.  One of his DEPUTIES is calling to him--

DEPUTY
Got a situation over here!

Nolan looks back at Gillian and Ellie.  Torn.  Distracted
now, though he doesn't want to be.  To Ellie--
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NOLAN
Last time I saw you, you were only
two...  

GILLIAN
She'd just turned one.

Nolan realizes how far off he was.  To Ellie--

NOLAN
So you probably don't remember me--

DEPUTY (O.S.)
CHIEF!!

Nolan's eyes are pulled back to where he's needed.  Gillian
has a look on her face at Nolan's distraction:  that didn't
take long.

NOLAN
This isn't normal--  What just
happened here, I have to--

GILLIAN
Never is normal, dad.

(beat)
I understand.  Go.

Moment between them.  Then - he moves off.  Gillian watches
him go.  Those mixed emotions stronger than ever.  

MOVING WITH NOLAN.  Sifting his own strong feelings.  Trying
to suppress them.  Trying.

OFF Nolan--

END OF ACT ONE
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ACT TWO

EXT. MAG-LEV TRAIN STATION - DAY (10 MINUTES LATER)

Passengers still sorting themselves out.  Doc Yewll is here
now, tending to the injured.  Gratefully, it's mostly just
scrapes and bruises.

ANGLE - Nolan is at the burned-out train car.  Amanda is now
here, and they're with Tommy and the other guard - KELLER
(35, human).  Amanda is staring at the damage, concerned--

AMANDA
That's cold-fire damage--

KELLER
That's what they were firing.  Cold-
fire.

NOLAN
And you didn't see who?

TOMMY
(shaking his head)

Kept well hidden.  Struck fast. 
Whoever they were, they were smart. 
And prepared.

NOLAN
(eying the damage)

And they targeted just the one car.

They watch as CHARRED CRATES are now being dragged out.

AMANDA
The car carrying our special cargo...

KELLER
(defensively)

Tommy and me did our very best to
protect your goods...

TOMMY
(not defensive, just
honest)

Yeah, we screwed that particular
pooch, though, didn't we...

Nolan is glancing off.  Distracted momentarily from this
conversation now.  He's looking at:  Gillian and Ellie across
the way, sorting through the jumble of passenger luggage. 
Amanda notices--

AMANDA
Is that Gillian?
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Nolan nods.

AMANDA
How long's it been?

Nolan doesn't want to say the real figure...

NOLAN
Couple'a years...

Amanda studies him.  Sympathizes.  Then, their attention drawn
back as - Husk and a couple of his Spirit Riders hurry up.

HUSK
(concerned)

Is everyone on the train all right?

AMANDA
Appears to be.

Husk surveys the damage.  Tommy regards the huge Bio-Man...

HUSK
The attackers used cold-fire?

NOLAN
And targeted our cargo...

Husk reacts, eyes going to the destroyed crates.  He kicks
open a crate.  It's filled with some sort of ALLOY RODS. 
But they're charred badly, melted, fused together. 

AMANDA
Can they--

HUSK
unusable.

TOMMY
(surprised)

Vo-tech ammo rods?  That's what we
were guarding?  Of course we were
attacked--

AMANDA
Nobody was supposed to know this
ammo was onboard.

She exchanges a look with Nolan.  More trouble.  Keller eyes
the crates--

KELLER
You folks sure must have a hell of a
lot of Vo-tech weaponry around here...
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HUSK
All safely and very securely locked
away.  Speaking of which...

And Husk holds out his hands for Keller's Vo-Tech rifle. 
The other Spirit Riders move to Tommy.  Pretty intimidating.

KELLER
You want us to surrender our weapons?

AMANDA
You'll see - our town isn't like
most of the world out there.  We
don't have everybody walking around
toting major firepower.  Defiance is
different.  Trying to be different...

A strange little private smile crosses Tommy's face.  He
pops the ammo rod from his rifle, hands both to the Spirit
Riders.  Keller does the same... though far more reluctantly.

NOLAN
Husk... have your people check the
rest of the crates, see if there's
any ammo still worth storing.

(to Amanda)
I'll send some'a my people up to the
north approach, see what they can
find out about who did this.

Amanda nods.  As the gathering starts breaking up, Nolan's
head instantly turns.  Looks back toward--

ANGLE - GILLIAN AND ELLIE.  Gillian is handing some money to
a TRAIN STATION PORTER (a Scavenger).  Nolan steps up as the
porter moves off with their bags.

GILLIAN
Everything ok?

NOLAN
Yeah, sure, nothing bad...

Gillian knows he's protecting her.  Hates that he does this.

NOLAN
How long can you stay this time? 
Wish you'd given me some notice.  The
house is pretty... well, you know, I
never have a lot of time to...

GILLIAN
(pause)

We're moving back.
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Nolan is surprised.  And pleased.  

NOLAN
Really?  That's great.  I never
stopped worrying, you know that. 
Every minute you were out there-- 

Then Gillian drops--

GILLIAN
And until we get settled, I've already
arranged for us to stay with Starren's
family.

This wallops Nolan.  Then realizing...

NOLAN
Where is Starren...?

Gillian is more hurt than angry.  But she's angry, too--

GILLIAN
Now you realize my husband isn't
with us...

She glances at Ellie nearby, playing with her Indogene doll. 
Gillian lowers her voice while trying to contain her emotions--

GILLIAN
I don't know where he is.  The
violence in the Bay Area was getting
worse.  Starren and I agreed we had
to get Ellie out.  Had to get
ourselves out...  

(beat)
The day we left, there was a
neighborhood flare up.  Starren stayed
behind to protect some others.  I
thought he'd meet us at the train. 
But...

(pained moment)
I could've gotten off the train. 
Could've waited.  But I had Ellie. 
I...

Nolan studies her.  Across the platform, a middle-aged
INDOGENE COUPLE are hurrying this way, excited to see Gillian
and Ellie.  Ellie gets up and runs to them.

GILLIAN
Anyway, we've already got a place to
stay.

And Nolan watches as the INDOGENE MAN scoops Ellie into his
arms and Gillian is hugged strongly by the INDOGENE WOMAN.   
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OFF Nolan--

EXT. MAIN STREET - DEFIANCE - DAY

Here comes Tommy.  Out of the big, brutish soldier-armor
now.  Moving down the street, taking it all in.  There's an
edge of excitement in his expression.  He approaches --

The NeedWant.  The biggest business on Main Street.  Bustling
with activity.  Tommy notices the sign:  Everything You Need,
Everything You Want.  With a grin, he enters--

INT. THE NEEDWANT - MERCANTILE - DAY

Loads of household goods, clothing, tech items for sale. 
Lots of FAMILIES shopping.  On the wall, a friendly sign: 
Everything you Need.  Tommy notices a pair of swinging STATIC-
DOORS leading into the back.  In neon over the doors: 
Everything You Want.  Only adults going through those doors. 
Tommy pushes through--

INT. THE NEEDWANT - BAR - DAY

Larger as the mercantile.  And completely different.  Rich
colors, MUSIC.  Drink (Stim), gambling, and "companionship"
by the hour.  Tommy eyes a couple of hot COURTESANS as he
moves to the gambling tables, slips into an open seat--

TOMMY
Chips, please.  Let's start with a
hundred...

Then Tommy notices the DEALER is distracted by:  the PIT
BOSS (a Liberata) who is having SECURITY remove a MINER
(human) from the table.  The Miner is very drunk, resisting.

KENYA  (O.S.)
Whoa.  Whoa.  What's this?

Tommy looks over to the source of the voice.  And his mouth
drops.  Tommy has seen (and slept with) more than his fair
share of beautiful women in his young life.  But he has never
seen anyone as exotically breathtaking as KENYA PIERCE (32,
human).  She glides this way, truly master of her domain-- 

KENYA
Something the matter here, Rimm...?

RIMM  (PIT BOSS)
Nothing, Kenya.  The gentleman's
just had a little too much Stim...

Tommy watches as Kenya eyes the Miner, who smiles at her
drunkenly.  Kenya takes the happy Miner from the Security 
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men, instead propping him back in his seat.  She returns his
smile-- 

KENYA
If you're not too drunk to find your
pockets, you're not too drunk to
gamble.  Am I right?

And the Miner fumbles, finds his pockets, and manages to
come up with some balled-up money.  He grins proudly.

KENYA
See?

(then, to Security men)
But no more Stim for him for awhile...

Ruckus over, the Dealer starts exchanging Tommy's money for
chips.  Kenya glances over, notes the (attractive) young
newcomer staring at her.  Never been a red-blooded young man
who didn't stare at her--

KENYA
New in Defiance?

TOMMY
(finds his voice)

Yep.  Quite a town.
(indicates the room)

Quite a place.

KENYA
(smiles in easy gratitude)

Are you staying?  Or just passing
through?

TOMMY
(tentative)

I've got a ticket for tomorrow's
Overland back to the Bay Area...

KENYA
Aw.  A shame.  And the Bay Area is a
particularly inhospitable place at
the moment, I understand.

(beat)
Well, please, while you're here. 
Enjoy yourself.  Indulge.  Remember,
everything you want in here. 
Everything.

Even her voice is like having sex.  With one last flash of
eyes, she leaves him.  Tommy grins wide.  He loves everything
about this place.  He excitedly glances at the guy next to
him.  It's that Stranger from the Mag-Lev station.  The
Stranger glances back - with an oddly neutral expression. 
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Plays his cards with one hand, the other hand kept deep in
his coat pocket.  Tommy notes this.  Something about it.  But
he's not going to let it ruin his fun.  As he happily reaches
for his cards--

ON KENYA - gliding on... she notices something across the
way that gives her pause:  Amanda is moving toward the bar.
Kenya goes to her...

KENYA
Madame Mayor...

AMANDA
Kenya...

We can tell instantly.  There's a frost between these two.

AMANDA
May I have a moment?

Amanda motions them to a spot away from prying ears...

KENYA
It is such a rare occasion that you
choose to set foot in my
establishment, I must say, you have
me very curious...

AMANDA
Considering the breadth of your
personal...

(eyes passing Courtesans)
...life experience, I didn't think
there was anything left that you
could be curious about...

Yep.  Frost.  But Amanda takes a breath, because she realizes
the next words out of her mouth are going to be--

AMANDA
And I need your help with something.

Kenya just regards her.  The first honest look we've seen
from Kenya.  Then she smiles.  Because she knows she's in
the driver's seat...

KENYA
As the sign says... Anything You
Want, Mayor...

AMANDA
(hating this; but--)

Lots of loose information floating
around your 'establishment'.  People
like to talk here.  And - they like 

(MORE)
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AMANDA (CONT'D)
to sell things.  Buy things.  Things
that aren't always exactly...

The word "legal" just sort of hangs in the air.

AMANDA
I have reason to suspect that somebody
in town may be in possession of a
piece of terraformer technology.

Kenya sobers instantly.  Knows what a big deal this is.

AMANDA
What I want is for you to do your
civic duty.  Keep your ears open. 
And not tell anyone else about it
while you're doing it.  

KENYA
(moment, then)

Ok.  Sure.  I mean yes, definitely.

No screwing around when it comes to something like this. 
And as the two women regard each other over this shared secret--

INT. LAWKEEPER OFFICE - DAY

CLOSE on a WORN PHOTO of a young Gillian, hair longer, sun
behind her.  Smiling.  This was a good day...

WIDER.  Nolan is looking at the photo - which resides on his
very cluttered work desk.  We're in the Lawkeeper's office. 
A large bullpen, several desks.  A door to the cell block in
back.  The room is an eclectic construction of rough-hewn
wood, scrap metals, and assorted tech (their budget isn't
all it should be.  Whose is?).  

The place is busy.  Nolan commands eight deputies altogether. 
A few are busy in the b.g.  Nolan looks up from the photo,
and reengages - he's addressing Davy, Irisa, and a couple
other DEPUTIES.  Davy has his feet up on a desk, absently
scratching his leg with his boot heel...

NOLAN
As I was saying... Doc confirmed the
murder weapon was a Charge-Blade. 

DAVY
There are tons of them around, at
the mines, on ranches...  
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NOLAN
Let's first see if anybody's missing
theirs.  Then, God forbid, we'll get
into identifying everybody who owns
one.

(next)
For those of you much younger than
me - which is all of you - the
scarring on Luke's face was caused
by a piece of terraformer tech.

The deputies react.

NOLAN
Yes.  You were all lucky enough to
miss seeing what the big mother
terraformers did when they fell to
earth.  But this looks to be the
work of just a small component piece
of a terraformer that was left in
orbit.  Probably fell in the last
arkfall.  I'm guessing it'd be about
this size--

(shows volleyball size)
Has no energy signature except when
it's doing its thing. But it's very
powerful, and very valuable. 
Whoever's got it probably killed
Luke for it.  We don't want it getting
out that something like this is
floating around Defiance, so we say
nothing.  But - we find this tech
and we'll probably find our killer.

(holds up photo capture
of the boot print
from the murder scene)

Boot print...

IRISA
I confirmed that it is from a custom-
made Castithan boot.  Size thirteen.

NOLAN
Ok.  Get over to the NeedWant, find
out who's bought a pair like this in
the last year. 

Irisa nods - got it.  Nolan holds up the silver dollar locket--

NOLAN
And then there's this.  Anybody got
anything on this?

Everybody shakes their heads.  But Nolan notices... Davy is
kind of looking away.  Not shaking his head.  Nolan clocks
this.  Then - he counts it down for them--
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NOLAN
Okay.  We got terraform tech, Charge-
Blade, boots.  Everybody's head on a
swivel out there.  Go. 

They all get up and start out.

NOLAN
Davy--

Davy turns.  Nolan holds up the locket.

NOLAN
What?

DAVY
(hesitant)

Nothing.  I just...

NOLAN
Tell me.

Moment, then Davy relents--

DAVY
I've seen it before.  I didn't want
to say anything because...

(beat, then)
It belongs to Christie McCawley.

Nolan sure as hell wasn't expecting that name.

NOLAN
Luke's sister?

INT. DOC YEWLL'S OFFICE - DAY

CLOSE on Christie.  Eyes red and puffy.  Staring at something
o.s.  WIDEN -- Christie with Rafe and Quentin, all standing
before Luke's body - which is now sealed in a white form-
fitting shroud.  Each lost in his own private pain.  Doc
Yewll stands discreetly to one side.  

Quentin, very distraught, grips the side of the table,
hovering over his older brother.  Rafe hates this; he yanks
Quentin back, eyes flicking to Yewll, pinning Quentin with a
hard look for revealing such emotion... especially in front
of one of them. 

The door opens.  Nolan and Davy enter.  Nolan nods
acknowledgement to Yewll, then--

NOLAN
Rafe...
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RAFE
(hard)

You find who killed my boy?

Nolan gives a tight shake of the head.  Davy catches
Christie's eye.  His look expressing sympathy.  She gives a
quick nod of acknowledgement, then looks away.

NOLAN
I need to talk to Christie.

Rafe's eyes narrow.

RAFE
About what?

NOLAN
Better if I just have a moment with
her alone.

Christie has no idea what this could be about.

RAFE
Not going to happen.  You got
something to say to her, you say it
in front of me.

Nolan doesn't know how this will pan out.  But, no choice. 
He pulls out the locket, holds it up.

NOLAN
Christie... you recognize this?

Instant recognition, and uncertainty, from Christie.  Rafe
and Quentin also recognize it--

QUENTIN
That's--

RAFE
(looks at Christie)

I gave it to her on her sixteenth. 
You lose it? 

CHRISTIE
I didn't lose it.  It means a lot to
me.  I--

Christie feels everyone's eyes drilling into her.  She's
afraid, but tries to show defiance as she spits--

CHRISTIE
That's why I gave it to Alak. 
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It's like a bomb has gone off.  Rafe, already overwrought,
looks ready to strike her.

RAFE
I told you if you ever saw that...
boy again I'd send you away for good! 
To my sister's place up in the Canadas!

CHRISTIE
But I love him, daddy!

This is only making it worse.  Rafe glares at Christie. 
Then turns on Nolan--

RAFE
What's that damn locket got to do
with anything anyway?

NOLAN
It's evidence.

CHRISTIE
-- Evidence?

NOLAN
It was on the ground up near where
we found Luke...

This sinks in on all of them.  Christie gasps.

CHRISTIE
Alak wouldn't--

Nolan sees the look in Rafe's eye.

NOLAN
We don't know anything for sure. 
Let me go talk to the boy.

RAFE
Talk?

Nolan and Rafe hold each other's eye.  Hard.  AND--

EXT. NEO-EARTH PRAIRIE - LATE AFTERNOON

HIGH ANGLE - long shadows of late afternoon as a LK Skimmer
streaks across the landscape.

INT. LK SKIMMER - LATE AFTERNOON

Nolan drives (of course), Davy beside him.  Davy stares out
the window, deep in thought.  Nolan glances over.

NOLAN
What?  
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DAVY
Just the thought that it could'a
been Alak Tarr... 

NOLAN
We're only going out to question
him.

DAVY
Rich kid.  His daddy thinks he runs
this town.  And he thinks he can get
away with anything cuz'a who he is,
what he is...

Nolan glances over at Davy.  An admonishing look.

DAVY
C'mon, Chief.  I know you know what
I'm talking about.  My dad fought
right with you in the war.  Said you
were good as anybody at killing their
kind.  Hated 'em as much as anybody
for what they did to the world.  I
remember when Gillian married one'a
them, you--

NOLAN
Enough, Davy.

(beat)
Enough.

Nolan keeps driving.  His words are strong.  But we can see
behind his eyes - those are still feelings that he fights
every day...

EXT. MAIN STREET - DEFIANCE - LATE AFTERNOON

A work-wagon Skimmer charges this way and skids up.  Several
hard MINERS (humans and a few Votans) aboard.  All carrying 
Progressive Tech rifles.  One Miner tosses a rifle to--

-- Rafe McCawley.  Who's been waiting for these men.  Quentin
quickly grabs a rifle for himself.  Christie watches in
terrified tears--

CHRISTIE
No, daddy!  Don't do this!  Daddy -
no!

But Rafe is already swinging up onto the Skimmer.  Quentin
scrambling to join him.  The Skimmer fishtails out.  OFF
Christie watching in horror--
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EXT. TARR ESTATE - LATE AFTERNOON

The house is impressive, proudly alien in design.  On a
beautiful, exotic parcel of land.  The orange sun setting in
the distance.  It's the closest we've come so far to truly
feeling we're on another planet...

The LK Skimmer pulls up.  Another LK Skimmer is already here,
with Irisa climbing out.  Nolan and Davy exit their Skimmer.
Irisa falls in beside them as they head toward the house. 
Irisa refers to her personal data link (like a neo-Earth PDA)--

IRISA
Got the order info on the Castithan
boots.  NeedWant has sold thirty-
eight pair in the last year.

NOLAN
Is Alak Tarr on the list?

IRISA
(checks)

...Yes.  Size thirteen.

This sinks in.  Nolan notices a large barn-like SHED nearby.

NOLAN
Go check it.

Davy and Irisa share a very serious expression - they know
what Nolan's thinking.  They peel off.  Nolan nears the door -
and it's already opening.  STAHMA TARR (40, Castithan, a
patrician beauty with a very gentle demeanor) steps out--

STAHMA
Chief...  What a pleasant surprise...

NOLAN
Mrs. Tarr.

(beat)
I need to talk to your son.

Stahma's expression falls.  Clearly this isn't uncommon. 
Then - Alak appears behind her, eying Nolan with youthful
bad-boy attitude--

ALAK
What about?

NOLAN
You want to step outside, Alak?

Beat, then Alak complies... but with more 'tude.
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STAHMA
Chief, Alak's been here, at home,
all afternoon--

NOLAN
(to Alak)

Where were you last night, son...?

OFF Alak--

INT. SHED - TARR ESTATE - LATE AFTERNOON

Irisa and Davy searching.  Lots of clean, expensive-looking
Votan tools hanging on the walls.  Irisa is checking some
shelves, Davy is looking behind feed bins, then behind a
trough.  He freezes.

DAVY
Hey--

Irisa sees his expression.  She hurries over.  Tucked behind
the trough, half-buried in straw:  a Charge-Blade.  OFF them--

EXT. TARR ESTATE - DAY (LATE AFTERNOON)

Alak shifts his weight - still defensive, but growing scared--

ALAK
My boots?  I don't know, they're
around somewhere.  Just what the
hell are you getting at--

And he stops as - Irisa and Davy step from the shed.  Irisa
carries the Charge-Blade, carefully holding it with gloved
hands.  Stahma's anxiety is rising quickly--

STAHMA
Yes, we own Charge-Blades.  My husband
sells them--

IRISA
Found it - hidden.

(sniffs it)
Smells like it's recently been cleaned
with something strong.

Davy pins Alak with a hard look.  Nolan regards the Blade.

ALAK
I haven't touched that Charge-Blade! 
I don't know what you're trying to
do here--

(to Stahma, bravura cracking)
Mom...
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STAHMA
Chief... I'm sure there's an
explanation for, for--

And she stops at - SOUND of a vehicle approaching.  It's the
work-wagon Skimmer with Rafe McCawley and his men.  Nolan
knows what's coming.  He turns to face the arriving truck. 
Irisa quickly puts down the Blade, joins Davy beside their
Chief.  The Skimmer stops hard, Rafe and his men jump down--

NOLAN
You got no business here, Rafe.  I
told you that.

RAFE
My oldest is dead.  It's definitely
my business.

(beat)
Either you're gonna deal with this -
or I am.

Rafe's eyes burn into young Alak.  Rafe McCawley and all
these men with guns?  All cockiness is gone from Alak now.

Nolan studies the situation.  Then, keeping his eye on Rafe,
he backs to Alak.  He grabs the boy roughly.  Is he going to
hand him over to Rafe?  Then - Nolan tugs Alak's arms behind
his back, pulls his MAG-CUFFS, and cinches Alak's wrists tight.

NOLAN
Alak.  You're under arrest for the
murder of Luke McCawley.

Alak is on overwhelm.  Stahma is horrified.  This proclamation
just exacerbates Rafe's fury.  Nolan stares Rafe down--

NOLAN
Boy's in my custody now.

(beat)
You do not want to try to take my
prisoner from me.

OFF Nolan's rock-steady gaze-- 

END OF ACT TWO
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ACT THREE

EXT. MAIN STREET - DEFIANCE - MORNING

People out and about already.  Pockets of TOWNSPEOPLE in
intense whispered conversation.  Mostly humans talking to
humans, Votans talking to Votans.  Everyone glancing over at --
The Lawkeeper's Office...

INT. CELL BLOCK - LAWKEEPER'S OFFICE - MORNING

CLOSE ON Alak, behind bars--

ALAK
I told you!  I don't know anything
about any terraforming anything! 
What are you talking about-- !

WIDER.  Nolan and Davy are here, questioning Alak.

NOLAN
Alak... it's very powerful and very
dangerous.  If you've got it, I need
you to tell me.  Tell me right now.

ALAK
I have no idea what you're talking
about!

Nolan studies him.  If he's lying, he's doing a damn good
job.  Moment, then - Nolan releases the locket, lets it dangle
from his finger--

NOLAN
Tell me about this?

Alak's eyes go wide.

ALAK
Where'd you-- ?

NOLAN
Christie McCawley says she gave it
to you.

ALAK
(hesitates, then)

Yeah, she gave it to me.  And... I
lost it.

Davy smirks.  Alak knows how this sounds.  Indicates locket--

ALAK
What does that have to do with
anything?  Last time I know I had 

(MORE)
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ALAK (CONT'D)
it... I was in a fight.  A couple
weeks ago.  I figured it must've
come off.  I was afraid to tell
Christie--

NOLAN
A fight with who?

Davy's smirk only widens--

DAVY
-- With Luke.

This lands hard.

DAVY
Took me and two other deputies to
break 'em up.  

(motions at Alak)
Luke would'a knocked this guy silly--

ALAK
The fight didn't mean anything!

NOLAN
What were you fighting about?

Alak doesn't want to say.  But Davy knows--

DAVY
About him seeing Christie...

Nolan studies Alak.  Then - SOUND of commotion O.S.  Nolan
holds Alak's eye.  Then rises.  Alak watches them go--

INT. LAWKEEPER OFFICE - CONTINUOUS

Datak is up Irisa's face, outraged--

DATAK
This is about me, isn't it?  Me and
my kind!  A personal attack!

IRISA
(her own attitude;
strong)

My kind, too.  Step back from me,
sir.

Datak glares.  His wife Stahma stands a deferential step
behind him, eyes red from crying.

Nolan and Davy are just emerging from the cell block.  
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DATAK
You've arrested my son?!  My son?! 
For murder?!

NOLAN
There's evidence to support the
charge.  And for the boy's own safety,
we've brought him in--

DATAK
His safety?  You think I can't protect
my own family?  

Nolan just holds Datak's eye.

STAHMA
May we see him?  Please?

Datak hates her deferential tone.  Nolan considers, then
nods to Davy.  Stahma takes an anxious step toward the cell
block, but Datak stops her.

DATAK
I go.  Alone.

Stahma is agonized.  But steps back.  Datak pins Nolan with
a look--

DATAK
You have any idea the storm you've
just brought down on yourself?

And he goes.  Nolan watches him.  Then turns back to Stahma. 
Sees the roiling emotion in her eyes.

NOLAN
Nothing's certain yet.

Stahma nods, grateful.  But she also knows her son...

INT. CELL BLOCK - LAWKEEPER'S OFFICE - MOMENTS LATER

Alak paces the cell; Datak at the bars.  Some of what Datak
just did with Nolan was calculated.  But now it's real rage--

DATAK
You were seeing that human peasant
trash again?!

ALAK
She isn't peasant trash!

He moves to the bars, says intensely--
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ALAK
Dad - I didn't do this!  You've got
to get me out of here.  This is wrong. 
All wrong.

(beat)
I would never kill Christie's brother.

Datak barely contains himself at this pronouncement.  Long
moment, then--

DATAK
You've never cared about your
reputation.  You like being a
troublemaker.  How many times have I
warned you?  Threatened you?  How
many times has the law had to deal
with you?

ALAK
Dad--

DATAK
You never thought once about how
your behavior was impacting our
family.  Our standing in this town. 
My standing.  You've only made all
that I'm trying to accomplish here
even harder.  And now this--

ALAK
Dad - I didn't do it!

Datak looks him square in the eye.

DATAK
I don't believe you.  And I don't
care.

Datak goes.  Alak stares, devastated.  HOLD.

INT. LAWKEEPER OFFICE - MORNING (SAME TIME)

Stahma paces nervously as - Nolan now stands across at his
desk with Doc Yewll.  The Charge-Blade recovered from the
Tarr's shed is there.  Yewll moves her fingertips over it,
her forearm diagnostic prosthetics scrolling data...

DOC YEWLL
Yep.  Lots of traces of some kinda
bleach-like something used to try to
clean it.  But there's also blood...
and flesh...

(then, looks up at Nolan)
Definite molecular match for Luke. 
You got your murder weapon.
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Nolan absorbs this.  Then he notes - Datak emerging from the
cell block.  He firmly collects Stahma and they exit. 

DOC YEWLL
I'll get my final report to you soon
as I can.

Nolan nods absently, lost in thought.  Then he spots Irisa,
signals her over--

NOLAN
I want you back out to the Tarrs.
Tear it apart if you have to.  See
if you missed anything.  

IRISA
-- Tear apart Tarr's place?

NOLAN
If Alak hid the piece of terraform
tech out there, we gotta find it. 
And I want those boots.

IRISA
(knows her duty)

I'll pull some people off patrol...

Yewll regards Nolan as Irisa moves off.

DOC YEWLL
You got a pretty damn solid case
even without that piece of tech.

NOLAN
Problem is... I don't think the boy
did it...

Yewll eyes him.  She knows when Nolan gets like this.  Moment,
then a DEPUTY hurries up with a Call Slip--

DEPUTY
Chief!   Just got a call from one'a
the prairie dwellers out near Brissel
Pass.  They just got attacked.

(beat)
Sounds pretty bad.

Nolan looks at the slip.  OFF Nolan--

INT. THE NEEDWANT - BAR - DAY

Tommy slips onto a stool.  Unshaven, sleepless - but he's
not complaining.  Sets a huge pile of chips in front of
himself.  But there's something else on his mind right now. 
He glances at his watch.  Nervous about something.  He looks 
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over.  That Stranger is also at the bar, nursing a drink. 
To the Stranger--

TOMMY
I've been in and outta this place
since yesterday.  You too.  Doesn't
this place ever slow down?

The Stranger glances over, doesn't seem pleased that Tommy
has noticed him.  But says nothing.  The Stranger just rises
with his drink in hand, reaching for money with the hand he
keeps in his pocket.  Tommy notes:  the hidden hand is missing
two fingers... the long-healed edges of flesh are strangely
jagged.  Tommy clocks this.  The Stranger slides the hand
back into his pocket and walks off.  Tommy's eyes follow. 
Then Tommy sees Kenya behind the bar-- 

TOMMY
That guy a regular?

Kenya looks.  Shrugs.  

KENYA
Been in town a couple of weeks.

Tommy weighs this.  Watches as the Stranger disappears among
the patrons.  Thinking.  Meanwhile, Kenya moves over to--

-- Gillian.  Down the bar.  Sipping a soft drink.  Checking
out all the swirling activity around her.  And the BARTENDERS. 
They're fast, and damned good. 

KENYA
So, you were saying...?

Gillian is a little nervous.

GILLIAN
I was saying - I've got experience. 
I worked some in the Bay Area.  Helped
support us while Starren was still
studying...

KENYA
Starren's not with you this trip?

Gillian shakes her head.  Kenya reads her expression, knows
not to pursue it.

KENYA
You sure you're up for this?

GILLIAN
I need the work.
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Kenya regards Gillian - knows working here isn't going to be
easy for her.  An EMPLOYEE arrives with some folded clothes. 
Kenya takes them, sets them on the bar in front of Gillian.

KENYA
Well, Gillian - welcome to the
NeedWant bar.

Gillian looks at the crisp white bartender shirt with the
NeedWant logo.  Moment, then--

KENYA
What do you think your father's gonna
say?

GILLIAN
None of his concern...

But Kenya can tell.  This is very much on Gillian's mind.

ANGLE - TOMMY.  Checking his watch again.  Whatever has him
nervous, the time has come.  He looks around.  Spots:  a
SCAVENGER MINER across the bar.  He's big... but not too
big.  Tommy downs his drink, braces, and heads over.

Tommy approaches, takes a preparatory breath and - starts to
change his gait, to appear drunk.  He slams onto the stool
beside the Scavenger, banging hard into the man, spilling
his drink.  Tommy stares him down "drunkenly"--

TOMMY
Whyn't you watch those ridiculous  
Vo-tan arms of yours?  They are
ridiculous, you realize that, right...?

(leans in, "focusing")
Nothing to say?  Really?  Or are you
just stupid?  Stupid as you are ugly--

The Scavenger glares.  Then, suddenly, much to Tommy's
surprise - a SECOND SCAVENGER MINER, identical to the first,
leans into VIEW from the stool on the other side of Scavenger
#1.  Tommy wasn't expecting this.  Tommy swallows...

TOMMY
Stupid.  Ugly.  Twins?

And as Scavenger #1's freakish hand closes around Tommy's
shirt front, and both Scavengers cock back fists...

ANGLE - KENYA.  She HEARS the SOUND of a fight breaking out. 
She turns.  We SEE the fight from this distance.  Mostly all
we SEE are Scavenger backs and elbows.  Kenya instantly
signals a Bartender, who reaches for his hailer.
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ANGLE - ON TOMMY.  Getting pummeled.  Out of the corner of
his eye, he sees the Bartender dialing.  A tiny smile creeps
onto Tommy's bleeding lip, then - he's yanked out of FRAME.

EXT. BRISSEL PASS - DAY

SMOKE pours into the pristine prairie sky from the SMOLDERING
REMAINS of a ROUGH-HEWN CABIN at the base of this narrow
mountain pass.  A pair of LK Skimmers skid up.  Nolan leaps
from one, two DEPUTIES from the other.  Nolan signals the
Deputies to start searching.  And he quickly moves to--

The distraught PRAIRIE WIFE (30, Liberata) huddled under
blankets with her two CHILDREN, all shivering.

NOLAN
Everybody get out?

(off Wife's nod)
Where's Eedo?

PRAIRIE WIFE
...At the mine, working.

(beat)
We've never had any trouble out here
before.  It's always been safe.

(looks up at Nolan)
I swear to my God - the strangest
thing I've ever seen.  The flames,
they weren't red - they were blue.

Nolan absorbs this.  He kneels, picks up a piece of the cabin. 
It stings his hand.

NOLAN
Still cold...

(to Wife)
Marilla, you see who it was?

The Prairie Wife shakes her head, pulling her children to
her protectively.  Nolan looks at the destroyed cabin.

OFF his very troubled look-- 

END OF ACT THREE
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ACT FOUR

INT. CELL BLOCK - LAWKEEPER'S OFFICE - NIGHT

CLOSE on Tommy.  Behind bars.  Face and clothes showing signs
of the fight he was in.  Speaking to someone o.s.--

TOMMY
What can I say?  I've got no excuse. 
None.  

WIDER - Now we SEE he's talking to Nolan outside the cell. 
Irisa with him.  Nolan seems to be only half-listening.  His
eyes are on Alak in his cell nearby.  Alak sits in the
shadows, clearly distraught.  Nolan studies him, thinking. 

TOMMY
I'd had a little too much Stim, you
know how that is, right?  And the
guy was ugly, you gotta admit that.  

(winces at the memory)
Him and his twin brother...

Nolan's still looking at Alak. 

NOLAN
...Drunk.

TOMMY
As a skunk, sir.  I'm not proud.

Nolan turns from Alak, finally looking at Tommy.

NOLAN
What were his scan numbers?

IRISA
Just under a four.

(throws a look at Tommy)
Talk about a light weight.  Drunk
under four...

Tommy breathes a sigh, ashamed.  Moment, then--

NOLAN
What time was the arrest?

IRISA
I don't know.  Around three-thirty. 
I can check--

Tommy's watching carefully, a little worried now--
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NOLAN
And what time did the Overland pull
out this afternoon?

IRISA
Four-oh-five.  Right on time.

NOLAN
(to Tommy)

And you weren't on it.  Cuz you'd
got yourself locked up...

Tommy knows he's snagged.  He opens his mouth to quickly
spin things.  Then, curiously... he doesn't.

NOLAN
Tell me.

Tommy looks from Nolan to Irisa.  Then meets Nolan's eye.

TOMMY
I wanted to stay.  Stay in Defiance.

IRISA
Then why didn't you just stay?

TOMMY
(moment, then)

Cuz I'm under a servitude contract
back in Bay Area.  I'm supposed to
return on the very next train.  

Whatever a servitude contract is - it's bad.

IRISA
Servitude contract?   For what?

TOMMY
I owe some people.  Some not very
nice people.  Plus...

(looks at Nolan)
I knew there was no way you'd let me
stay.  Not with my background.  When
you check with the Earth Republic
reps in the Bay Area - let's just
say I'm gonna look like a pretty
violent guy.

(beat)
But then, to survive there, you gotta
be...

NOLAN
What kind of violence?
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TOMMY
(not proud, but honest)

Pretty much - you name it.  
(beat)

I had a gun in my hand since I was
eleven...

(beat)
That's why I wanted to come here. 
That's why I want to stay.

Nolan considers Tommy.

IRISA
Next Overland is in six weeks.  We
can just keep him locked up...

TOMMY
(talking fast)

Listen - I think I can help you.  I
heard the deputies talking - said
there was an attack.  On a house not
far from here.  Cold-fire again.

(beat)
I saw this guy, in the bar - I think
he had cold-fire scars.

IRISA
Yeah, right...

TOMMY
I'm telling you.  Seriously.  This
guy looked twitchy.  Very twitchy.

Irisa still isn't buying it.  But - Nolan's got a different
read on Tommy.  

TOMMY
Somebody shot at that train with all
those people, destroyed the cargo I
was protecting - with cold-fire.

(beat)
Let me help you.

OFF Nolan--

INT. LAWKEEPER OFFICE - NIGHT (SAME TIME)

Davy stands with Christie McCawley near the office door. 
Christie looks distraught, nervous.  Davy stands a little
too close to her.  Nolan is exiting the cell area with Irisa
and Tommy, Tommy in cuffs.  Davy turns as they appear--
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DAVY
Chief.  Christie came to see the
prisoner.  I told her he wasn't
permitted visitors--

Nolan watches as Christie steps around Davy, moves to him--

CHRISTIE
I... I want to see Alak...

NOLAN
I'm not sure that's such a good idea.

CHRISTIE
(from deep)

I need to see him.  

DAVY
The bastard killed your brother.

NOLAN
Your father wouldn't think much of
the idea.

CHRISTIE
Please...

Long moment... Nolan signals over (deputy) Milla-- 

NOLAN
Take her back to see Alak.

Milla nods.  Christie looks at Nolan gratefully.  But she
also looks even more nervous now.  Milla guides Christie
toward the cells.  Nolan looks at Davy--

NOLAN
Leave them be.

Davy doesn't like this at all.  AS Nolan moves off with Irisa
and Tommy--

INT. THE NEEDWANT - BAR - NIGHT

Night-time busy.  AT THE BAR - Gillian is now bartending. 
Doing her damnedest to get into the amazing pace of the place. 
On a stool before her - Rafe McCawley.  Deep in emotional
thought.  Downing his drink.  Clearly not his first.  He
signals Gillian for another--

GILLIAN
Are you sure, Mr. McCawley... maybe
you should...
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Rafe just shoves his glass toward her. Moment, then Gillian
reaches for a bottle.  As she pours--

INT. CELL BLOCK - LAWKEEPER'S OFFICE - NIGHT

Christie and Alak sit on the floor across from each other,
the bars between them.  Sitting on the floor lends it all an
intimacy.  Their voices are low.  But emotions are high...

ALAK
They say they've got evidence!  How
could they?

CHRISTIE
They found my locket near Luke...
the one I gave you...

Alak looks at her, eyes pleading.

ALAK
Christie... I didn't do it.

CHRISTIE
I know you didn't...

Alak's heart fills.  This means everything to him. 

ALAK
You're all I've worried about.  If
you thought I'd done it, I don't
know what I'd...

(beat)
My own father doesn't believe me...

Christie holds out her hand, palm toward him.  He does the
same.  As their hands reach the bars, a STATIC WEB appears
between their hands, keeping them from touching.  They keep
their hands poised like that, as close as they can get...

CHRISTIE
When I think about my life, what I'm
supposed to do with it... all I see
is you...

Alak can't contain the love he feels for her.  Tears.  HOLD.

INT. THE NEEDWANT - BAR - NIGHT

Rafe at the bar.  Quentin approaches.  He eyes his father,
angry to see what recent events have done to him--

QUENTIN
C'mon, dad.  I think we should get
home.
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RAFE
Home to what?  To who?

QUENTIN
There's still Christie.  And me...

RAFE
Christie isn't mine anymore.  Not
from the minute she kept seeing that
animal!

QUENTIN
I'm still here for you, dad...

It's like Rafe didn't hear him.  Rafe looks into his glass.

RAFE
There've been McCawleys in Missouri
since... since before it was a damn
state--

(looks around at the
bar; loud, angry)

It's Missouri, dammit!  This screwed
up alien place used to be Missouri!

People around him glance over.  Some are Votans.  Rafe turns
away from them, draws into himself.

RAFE
I don't understand the world anymore. 
This world.

(beat)
I lost your mother to this world. 
And now I've lost my oldest boy.

(beat)
He was the best I had to give.  When
I looked at him, I felt maybe the
future had a chance... some chance. 
That these damned squatters wouldn't
just take over and end up with
everything...

Quentin studies his father, lots of emotions roiling.

QUENTIN
I'm ready, dad.  Ready to step up.

Rafe looks around at him.  Rafe's expression says a
devastating:  You?  Quentin absorbs this.  Hard.

ANOTHER ANGLE - AT THE DOOR.  Nolan enters with Irisa and
Tommy.  Tommy cranes, trying to see the Stranger.   

IRISA
We're waiting...
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TOMMY
(defensive)

I'm looking...
(beat)

I mean, he wasn't here a hundred
percent of the time.  He did go out. 
But he was here a lot...

Irisa gives him a look.  Nolan is glancing around.  And reacts
as he sees - Gillian working behind the bar.  Nolan tries to
reconcile this.  Meanwhile, Irisa's had enough--

IRISA
Should I lock him back up?

Nolan's distracted.  Reads Tommy's expression:  "I'm telling
the truth."   Nolan spins Tommy, uncuffs him.

NOLAN
You got one shot - find your guy
with the cold-fire scars.

Tommy nods, grateful for the show of confidence.  

IRISA
(protesting)

Chief--

NOLAN
And you - go with him.

Irisa and Tommy look at him, then at each other.  Neither is
happy.  Beat, then Tommy moves off.  Irisa, caught off guard,
is pissed that she has to scurry after him.

Nolan looks back toward the bar...

Gillian is pouring, serving.  Then slows - as she sees Nolan
approaching.  Her initial expression is like a little girl
caught wearing her mother's make-up.  She quickly pushes
that emotion away.  Keeps working.

NOLAN
You need money?

GILLIAN
I need a job.

NOLAN
If you needed money--

Gillian serves some drinks, not engaging with him.  Nolan
takes a moment.
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NOLAN
I've been meaning to call you.

Wrong answer.  Nolan knows it the minute it's out of his
mouth.  Gillian's heard this a hundred times before.  A
thousand.

NOLAN
Wanted to know how you're doing with
Starren's people.  You comfortable
over there?

GILLIAN
Comfortable enough.  'Til I get us
our own place. 

(beat)
They're terrific with Ellie.

Nolan nods.  Pause.  Silence.  These two really don't know
how to talk to each other.  But Nolan wants to talk to her. 
Gillian does, too, really.  Moment, then she goes to the one
subject she knows he can talk about.  His job--

GILLIAN
I hear you're handling a murder. 
Luke McCawley.

(off his nod)
Really sorry to hear about it.  Rafe
was just in here...

NOLAN
Worse case scenario.  Rafe McCawley's
son dead, and I've got Datak Tarr's
boy locked up for it.

GILLIAN
You sure Alak did it?

NOLAN
You mean because he's a Votan...?

GILLIAN
I didn't mean it like that. 

But she probably did... at least a little.

GILLIAN
You also have the train attack.  Any
leads on who did that?

Nolan shakes his head.  Then--

NOLAN
Look, anyway, I was thinking, we
should have a dinner.  I mean, at 

(MORE)
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NOLAN (CONT'D)
least a dinner.  To start.  To
celebrate your return.  You, me,
Ellie.

Gillian stops what she's doing.  Looks at him.

GILLIAN
We've been here two days.  You
couldn't find a minute to call. 
Haven't said five words to your
granddaughter.  You're working a
murder and a train attack.  I
completely understand.  It's your
life.  But--

(beat)
Dinner when?

This is ground zero of their strained relationship.  And she
isn't wrong.  HOLD.

EXT. TARR ESTATE - ESTABLISHING - NIGHT

INT. TARR ESTATE - DATAK'S DEN - NIGHT

CLOSE on Datak's Votan-style laptop, as Datak types.  WIDEN. 
Datak is deep in thought, writing.  Stahma behind him, reading
what he is writing.  Her expression darkening--

STAHMA
No, Datak.  You can't do this--

DATAK
The Votanis Collective will want to
know what is going on here.  How the
human Lawkeeper is persecuting my
son...

STAHMA
Nolan isn't persecuting him.  He
says he has evidence.  We need to
concentrate on helping Alak, not--

DATAK
(dismissively)

Oh, we will hire an advocate to
represent him...

Stahma is horrified by her husband's actions--

STAHMA
What you're writing - it makes it
sound like Alak's arrest is an attack
against you.
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Datak doesn't respond.  Just keeps writing.

STAHMA
You're using our son's arrest to
gain yourself favor with a very
divisive organization--

DATAK
The Votanis Collective has been
wanting to establish a presence here
in Defiance for some time.  And when
they do, they're going to need a
local representative.

STAHMA
What about your son?  Our son...?

This gives Datak momentary pause.  But only momentary.  Then
he returns to typing.  OFF Stahma--

EXT. MAIN STREET - DEFIANCE - NIGHT

Defiance is a pretty happening place, even at night.  Brightly
lit.  Lots of TOWNSPEOPLE out and about, some STREET
PERFORMERS.  Among the throng - Tommy and Irisa.  Tommy
continues to rubberneck - looking for that Stranger.

IRISA
C'mon.  You ready to give up on this--

A pair of HOT YOUNG IRATHIENT WOMEN move past.  Tommy turns
to watch them.  Irisa rolls her eyes.  Tommy notices-- 

TOMMY
Hey, - Irathients.  Females.  They
got this whole feral thing they
going...

(looking at her)
You're half Irathient, right...?

IRISA
I would be very careful...

TOMMY
Half Irathient - and half human?  A
combo-pack?  That's pretty
interesting...

He grins at her.  She just pins him with a look.  Then--

TOMMY
Hey!  Hey!  There he is.
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Tommy indicates across the street.  The Stranger.  Walking
purposefully - with his hand in his pocket. And Tommy just
takes off.  And, yet again, Irisa has to hurry after him--

EXT. NOLAN'S CABIN - NIGHT

Small.  Nothing specially really.  On the outskirts of town.

INT. NOLAN'S CABIN - NIGHT

CLOSE ON - evidence from Luke's murder.  Image captures from
the murder site, of the discovered Charge-Blade, of Luke's
body, including that rash on his shoulder.  Also various
written reports.  WIDER - Nolan sits at his desk under lamp
light, reading a report.  He reads something that makes him
perk.  As he's considering this--

There's a KNOCK at his door.  Distracted, he continues reading
the report as he answers the door.  It is Amanda.  Takes
Nolan a moment to register her presence.  She reads his blank
expression--

AMANDA
It's Thursday night.  Thursday?

And - she brings out a bottle of wine from behind her.  Now
Nolan remembers.

NOLAN
Amanda... look... with everything
that's going on right now--

But Amanda just steps in, kicking the door closed.

AMANDA
There's always something going on. 
With both of us.  That's why we've
designated Thursday nights.  No matter
what.

NOLAN
No, seriously.  I've got a murder--

She presses her fingers to his lips, silencing him.  As she
takes her fingers away--

NOLAN
Luke McCawley.  And I've got Alak
Tarr locked up--

Her fingers to his lips again.  As she removes them, this
time Nolan holds up the report in his hand--
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NOLAN
In Doc Yewll's report.  Luke had a
rash on his shoulder.  Have you ever
heard of a Gerrik plant--

And now Amanda uses a kiss to silence him.  This finally
works.  Still kissing, Amanda takes the report from his hand
and tosses it aside.  And we CUT AWAY TO--

EXT. A BOARDING HOUSE - IN TOWN - NIGHT

ON a second story window, as the silhouette of the Stranger
moves past the window.  The light goes out.

ANGLE - Tommy and Irisa in the shadows across the street
from the window, watching--

TOMMY
He's going out again--

IRISA
Or going to bed.

They SEE:  the Stranger emerging from the building, hurrying
off.  Irisa starts to follow.  Tommy stops her.

TOMMY
(looking up at window)

I wanna see what's up there.

IRISA
We can't do that.

TOMMY
Why not?

IRISA
We can't.

TOMMY
Sure we can.

IRISA
Can't.

Tommy just gives her that impish grin.  And there's something
about Tommy's boldness that stirs a latent adventurousness
in Irisa (that cute grin of his doesn't hurt).  Long moment,
then... she reaches for her hailer...

INT. NOLAN'S CABIN - NIGHT

Dimly lit.  The bottle of wine on the night table.  And -
Nolan and Amanda in the bed, doing, well, what they do on 
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Thursday nights.  Then - a hailer SIGNALS.  Both Type-A
personalities, they both look up.  

NOLAN
It's mine.

AMANDA
We don't answer, remember...?

Nolan nods, engulfs her in his arms again.  But the hailer
is persistent.  Nolan tries to ignore it.  Finally, Amanda
laughs--

AMANDA
Yes, fine - get it.

(reaching for her wine
glass)

Last week it was me...

NOLAN
(into hailer)

Yeah. ... Ok.  Yeah.  Just - just
use your own judgment.

He hangs up, turns back to Amanda.  Amanda can't help herself--

AMANDA
What was it--?

And now Nolan puts his fingers to her lips.  As he takes her
in his arms again--

EXT. BOARDING HOUSE - NIGHT

Irisa closes her hailer.  Surprised.  And a little exhilarated--

TOMMY
What'd he say?

IRISA
He said... to use my own judgment.

Irisa considers.  Then - makes a beeline for the boarding
house.  Tommy is surprised.  He grins at her boldness.  And
this time it's him hurrying after her.  She's already finding
footholds to climb up to the second story window...

INT. NOLAN'S CABIN - NIGHT

"Thursday" is continuing, really cooking now.  And - Nolan's
hailer SIGNALS again.  Resolved, Amanda just motions him to
answer it--
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NOLAN
(out of breath, into
hailer)

Yeah.
(his expression shifting)

Ok.  Yeah.  I'll be right there.

He hangs up, starts pulling on his clothes.

AMANDA
We almost got twenty minutes.  For
us that's damned good...

NOLAN
Somebody smashed a bunch of store
windows in town.  All Votan
businesses.

Amanda breathes a sigh, knows the repercussions of this.  As
Nolan heads out--

NOLAN
Get some sleep.

Amanda makes a face - yeah, right.  And as she starts to get
up, reaching for her own clothes--

INT. STRANGER'S ROOM - BOARDING HOUSE - NIGHT

The window open, curtains moving.  Irisa's flashlight sweeps
the room.  Very messy.  Tommy spots something--

TOMMY
Over here.

Irisa hurries over, shines her light.  Spread haphazardly
across a table, and onto the sofa - all sorts of hand-drawn
maps of the town, lists that look like schedules, all sorts
of notes...  Irisa leans past Tommy's shoulder to also look--

TOMMY
These are train schedules... maps
he's drawn of the town...

IRISA
What's he been... spying?  Spying on
the town?

TOMMY
Maybe he found out about the shipment. 
The one I was guarding--

Irisa plays her light around the room again, illuminates:  a
makeshift work area in a corner.  They head over.  Several
canisters... filled with a kind of blue gel.
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IRISA
What is that--

TOMMY
It's cold-fire.

They both absorb this.  Then - Irisa pulls out her hailer--

EXT. SIDE STREET - DEFIANCE - NIGHT

A small CROWD (mostly Votans) have gathered.  Nolan hurries
this way.  He sees what everyone is looking at:  the smashed
windows of several Votan businesses.  Here comes a deputy,
HAYS (human, male), pulling along Quentin McCawley, in cuffs. 
Nolan is surprised by Quentin--

NOLAN
Quentin?  This was you? 

Quentin just looks at him defiantly.

HAYS
Ran when I showed up.  And there
were plenty of witnesses.  Sure wasn't
trying to hide the fact it was him--

As Nolan regards Quentin, Nolan's hailer SIGNALS.

NOLAN
Yeah? ... I'll be right there.

(hangs up; to Hays:)
Lock him up.

A small smile traces Quentin's face.  Nolan notes it.  And--

INT. STRANGER'S ROOM - BOARDING HOUSE - NIGHT

CLOSE on some kind of very-alien COMMS DEVICE.  A SCREEN
shows a two-way communication.  Both picture and sound are
very distorted.  WIDEN - Tommy is fiddling with the device
controls, trying to get the images and sound clearer--  

IRISA
I thought you said you knew how to
work this thing--

TOMMY
I know how to work lots of
communications devices.  But they
gotta have some human tech to them. 
Look at this thing--

IRISA
So who built it-- ?
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Tommy doesn't know.  He gets a clear enough image to recognize
one half of the communication:  it's the Stranger.

TOMMY
That's him.

IRISA
This must be a recording.  Him talking
to--

TOMMY
-- reporting in to --

IRISA
-- to somebody.

Then Tommy gets the image clear enough to get a vague glimpse
of who - of what - he's talking to.  A fierce-looking CREATURE.

IRISA
What is that...?

TOMMY
Holy...

Tommy stares - his usual cockiness completely gone.  Irisa
reacts to the look on his face.  But before she say anything
more - SOUND as the door opens.  They spin.  And the Stranger
is there.  He sees them.  And he instantly HISSES, and goes
into action - skittering up the wall and across the ceiling. 
Irisa goes for her gun - but the Stranger drops on them both. 
The gun goes flying.  

THE FIGHT - it's fast, and savage.  And even though there's
two against one, it's unfortunately an even battle.  Maybe
even to the favor of the strong, ferocious Stranger.  

Tommy pounces on the Stranger, and he bats him off - then
goes for Irisa.  Irisa swings and kicks, but the Stranger
closes his hands around her throat, squeezing the life out
of her.  Tommy is scrambling to his feet, but he's not going
to make it in time.  When--

GUNSHOTS.  Tommy spins.  Nolan is in the doorway.  Smoking
gun in hand.  

The Stranger is hit.  He eases his hold on Irisa.  Turns
toward Nolan.  Tommy spies Irisa's gun, dives for it, and he
and Nolan FIRE together.  The Stranger is hit from two sides. 
But he still keeps moving.  He spots a DEVICE over on a table. 
He moves toward it.  Nolan's gun goes dry.  Then Tommy's. 
But the Stranger, mortally wounded, still reaches the table--  

Irisa is closest to him.  No hesitation - she dives for him. 
Nolan and Tommy also charge.  But - the Stranger gets hold
of the device and triggers it.  
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SOUND of a HUGE EXPLOSION somewhere out in the town.  The
windows RATTLE.  Now the Stranger collapses.  Fast, to Irisa--  

NOLAN
You all right?

Irisa, breathing hard, nods.  Nolan starts for the door--

TOMMY
Wait.

NOLAN
I need to see what just detonated--

TOMMY
You're gonna want to see this first.

Nolan sees the look on Tommy's face.  AND--

INT. STRANGER'S ROOM - BOARDING HOUSE - SECONDS LATER

CLOSE on that COMMUNICATIONS SCREEN.  Tommy continues to
work the controls.  The images of that CREATURE becoming
progressively clearer.  And more unsettling.

Tommy looks anxiously at Nolan.  Nolan, indeed, recognizes
the creature.

IRISA
What is that--

NOLAN
It's - the Vulge.

Irisa has never seen her boss with such a look before.  And
it chills her. 

OFF Nolan-- 

END OF ACT FOUR
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ACT FIVE

EXT. HARMONY HALL - MORNING

TOWNSPEOPLE moving this way, curious, troubled.  Moving around
the side of the building to where--

EXT. SIDE OF HARMONY HALL - MORNING

Where a huge section of a side wall and roof is blown out. 
Jagged edges - thanks to cold-fire.  Townspeople observe,
whispering with concern.  Several Spirit Riders also present. 
Off their troubled expressions--

INT. AMANDA'S OFFICE - MORNING

Many of those same prominent Defiance citizens that were on
the podium at the town meeting in our opening are now gathered
here.  Milling, in conversation.  Husk stands with Tommy--

HUSK
You say this, this stranger targeted
our Harmony Hall--

TOMMY
Probably because he knew it's where
the town's Vo-tech weapons are kept.

HUSK
Entrusted to us for safe-keeping,
yes.

TOMMY
He had plenty more cold-fire devices
in his place.  Probably planned to
take your whole building down. 

HUSK
But you stopped him.  The weapons
are safe.  Thanks to you.

TOMMY
Wasn't just me...

HUSK
And I heard speculation that he was
here - spying on the town?  Spying
for who...?

TOMMY
I think that's what you're about to
find out...

Husk reads Tommy's uneasy expression.   
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ANOTHER ANGLE - a grim-faced Rafe arrives with deputy Milla - 

RAFE
What the hell is this all about? 
Why'd you bring me here--

Before Davy can answer - Irisa arrives.  She has brought
Datak.  Datak notes the assembly--

DATAK
What is going on here?  Why have I
been summoned like this?

(eyes narrowing)
Does this have something to do with
my son?

Rafe spots Datak.  Instant antagonism.  He steps toward him--

RAFE
You dare to show your face around
here--

DATAK
Is that your idea of a threat--

Irisa and Milla have to hold the two of them apart.  Then
Davy enters - guiding Quentin, still in cuffs.  Rafe's eyes
narrow--

RAFE
What the hell is he cuffed for?

(to Quentin)
What happened to you last night?

QUENTIN
(playing it up)

I was arrested, dad.

RAFE
What for?

QUENTIN
For standing up for our kind.

Rafe wonders what the hell he means.  Before he can pursue
it - Nolan enters.  He's got Alak with him, also in cuffs. 
People around the room are shocked.

RAFE
What the hell's he doing out of jail?

Datak is shrewdly trying to read the situation.  Decides he
needs to play the concerned father.  Touches Alak's shoulder--
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DATAK
Son, I am glad to see you--

Alak gives Datak a hard look, and moves his shoulder from
under his hand.

RAFE
What is all this?

And Nolan reaches down, uncuffs Quentin.  Then - he turns
Alak, and uncuffs him, too.  Reactions from the assembled.

RAFE
What do you think you're--

NOLAN
We're going to need every able body
capable of holding a gun.

The others react to this.  Then - across the way, Amanda
enters.  Grimly serious.  She moves to her desk, turns to
address them all--

AMANDA
People.  We've got trouble.

And the look on her face, the tone in her voice, sobers
everyone.  HOLD, and--

INT. AMANDA'S OFFICE - MINUTES LATER

CLOSE on that VID SCREEN on Amanda's desk.  Now playing more
TOWN SECURITY CAM footage.  The Vulge.  Attacking the town. 
What we're witnessing is a massive attack (reminiscent of
game action).  Again, the images are distorted, choppy. 
Though our views are limited, we see their size, their
savagery.  Often the security cams themselves are smashed,
ending that particular view.  We also SEE the people of
Defiance fighting back, using Vo-tech rifles.  Powerful. 
Their energy beams taking down the huge, hulking Vulge.     

REVERSE - the gathering of town leaders watches.  The pure
dread that the Vulge conjure is written on their faces. 
Most of them remember this attack.  The younger folk - Irisa,
Alak, Quentin - are seeing the Vulge for the first time -
and they've never seen anything like them.  Irisa looks at
Tommy, troubled.  Tommy nods - yeah, he's seen this before. 
They are very bad news.

TOWNSMAN #1 (HUMAN)
Why are they back?

TOWNSMAN #2 (HUMAN)
It's been ten years since this last
attack!
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IRISA
What do they want?

AMANDA
Nobody knows much about the Vulge. 
They're just big... and mean.  Maybe
they just want to destroy Defiance
because of what we represent. 
coexistence between humans and Votans--

TOWNSWOMAN (CASTITHAN)
We drove them off last time.  Why
would they come back now?

NOLAN
They had a spy here.  He knew we
were low on ammo rods for our Vo-
tech weapons, alerted the Vulge to
target the train carrying our resupply-- 

RAFE
Those weapons are the only thing we
got strong enough to fight them.

AMANDA
He also had them destroy a cabin out
at the foot of Brissel Pass.  Didn't
want anybody out there giving us
advance warning of the Vulge approach.

DATAK
So we know which direction they are
coming from.  Through the Pass--

NOLAN
And from information we got from the
spy's room, we know when.

(beat)
Attack comes tomorrow.  At sun-up.

The assembly erupts.  Shock.  And fear.

TOMMY
What about help?  The Earth Republic
has soldiers--

AMANDA
Nearest garrison is six hundred miles
away.  Defending our town's always
been up to us...

TOWNSMAN (HUMAN)
So we fight the Vulge!  Just like we
did last time!
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RAFE
But our ammo is short.

AMANDA
And this time, they have cold-fire.

A terrible situation has just gone from bad to extremely
worse.  Moment, then--

NOLAN
We might have a way to defend
ourselves...

They all look at him.

NOLAN
Somewhere in town - there's a piece
of terraform technology.

This comes as news to most of them.  Big news.

DATAK
What are you talking about?

AMANDA
We suspect it fell in the last
arkfall.

DATAK
And you didn't tell us about it?!

NOLAN
Whoever killed Luke probably now has
it.

Several eyes go to Alak.

NOLAN
And I don't think it's Alak.

Troubled looks are exchanged.  Not everyone ready to accept
this.  But Nolan's expression is granite.   

Alak makes eye contact with his father.  An edge of
uncertainty in Datak's eye.  Could he have misjudged his
son?  Alak maintains a hurt - and unforgiving - stare.

TOWNSWOMAN (CASTITHAN)
But even if we had this tech, it
isn't a weapon--

NOLAN
But maybe it could be.

(turns to Datak)
Isn't that right...?
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Takes a moment for Datak to look away from Alak.

AMANDA
Datak... you have people working for
you -- you've got them trying to
adapt Votan technology to new uses.

(beat)
We're going to need their help.

Datak knows all eyes are on him.  Even Datak recognizes the
severity of this situation.  Beat, and--

DATAK
You'll have them.

TOWNSWOMAN (CASTITHAN)
Yeah, but we still need the piece of
tech.

ON NOLAN - nobody knows this more than he.  He exchanges a
look with Amanda.  Amanda's face says, "It's all on your
shoulders now."  Nolan meets her eye.  Moment between them. 
They are the father and mother of this town.  And they know
it.  And as Nolan moves purposefully for the door--

AMANDA
Ok, people, you each have a team of
Town Defenders you're responsible
for.  Give 'em the score and get
their asses into town.  Everybody
assembled and ready to prep.

(beat)
We have until sun-up tomorrow.

And OFF the anxious, but determined, assembly--

EXT. THE NEEDWANT - DAY

Gillian, in her bartender blouse, is heading into the NeedWant
with a couple of fellow WORKERS.  Laughing, happy - oblivious
to the shit storm about to strike the town.  Nolan approaches
in a hurry--  

NOLAN
Gilly--

She turns.  The others continue inside.

GILLIAN
I'm late for work, dad...

NOLAN
You studied Votan biology - you and
Starren--
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GILLIAN
(wary, not sure why
he's asking)

And Votan cultures.  We wanted to
help Votans to even better integrate
into--

(stops herself)
Look - I've got to get to work.

She reaches for the door.  Nolan stops her.

NOLAN
Something very big is going down.  I
need your help.

Gillian knows that tone from her father.  It sobers her.

GILLIAN
Dad... what is it?

NOLAN
I need you.

The look in his eye rivets her.  HOLD, and--

INT. TARR TOOL & EQUIPMENT VENTURE - DAY

CLOSE as - all sorts of human and Votan tech is thrown onto
the sales table.  Datak is here with several of his TECHNOLOGY
WORKERS.  They immediately start sorting through this
scattered tech.  Great urgency.  As Datak supervises--

EXT. BRISSEL PASS - DAY

Site of that destroyed prairie cabin.  Amanda stands with
Rafe and some other TOWNSPEOPLE.  She has rough drawings in
hand, looking toward the nearby pass.  Urgency here, too -
as Amanda points, talking, planning defenses...

EXT. ELLICE FOOTHILLS - HIGH ANGLE SHOT - DAY

As Nolan's LK Skimmer flashes along, moving fast--

INT. LK SKIMMER - DAY

Nolan has obviously filled in Gillian.  Gillian's dealing
with the information, the memories...

GILLIAN
I was fourteen the last time the
Vulge attacked...

Nolan glances over, sees how this recollection affects her...
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NOLAN
We may have a way to fight them -
but only if I can find Luke's killer.  

Gillian looks at him.  Knows how full of uncertainty this
is.  Nolan knows it, too.  But it's all he's got--

NOLAN
The Doc's report said the rash on
Luke's shoulder was from a plant. 
The rash would've been very painful -
so it's doubtful Luke was just walking
around with it.  It's possible he
had contact with this plant when he
fell after he was killed.

(beat)
Which means this particular plant
would be up there, at the murder
scene--

GILLIAN
What kind of plant...?

NOLAN
A Gerrik plant.

GILLIAN
(knows them well)

-- Gerrik?  Really?

NOLAN
I remembered these particular plants
have this special property.  They're
carnivorous and--

GILLIAN
-- they draw their prey in by
mimicking the prey's coos and calls. 
The more animal noises the plant
stores, the better it eats.

NOLAN
It's like a recording device.  A
living recording device.

Moment, then it dawns on Gillian.  She looks at Nolan--

GILLIAN
How have you ever heard of a Gerrik
plant?

NOLAN
You and Starren were at our house. 
The two of you were studying.  Both
getting very jazzed about this bizarre 

(MORE)
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NOLAN (CONT'D)
thing called a Gerrik plant.  You
said you wondered if you could teach
one of them to sing.

Gillian looks over at him.

GILLIAN
How many years ago was that...?

NOLAN
I've never forgotten the look on
your face.  How excited you were.

(beat)
That look of discovery you'd get. 
Got it all the time when you were
little.  Tickled your mother and me
to no end...

Gillian absorbs this.  AND--

EXT. ELLICE FOOTHILLS - DAY

Sun flares into CAMERA.  Then PAN to - Nolan and Gillian
striding purposefully up the hillside toward the murder site--

GILLIAN
The last time the Vulge attacked, I
remember - you made me go out to the
caves with the little kids. 

NOLAN
(a no-brainer)

Yeah--

GILLIAN
I was fourteen.  There were others
my age who were fighting--

NOLAN
There were others your age who died
fighting.

(beat)
And I want you at the caves again--

GILLIAN
-- What?

NOLAN
-- There'll have to be adults with
the kids.  I want you to be one of
them--
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GILLIAN
No way.  I can fight.  I'm going to
fight--

NOLAN
Gillian--

But she just walks faster up the hill.  End of discussion. 
Nolan watches her-- 

UP THE HILLSIDE - MOMENTS LATER

The patch of terraformed soil is already beginning to sprout
flora - colorful and exotic.  Gillian is starting to anxiously
search for the Gerrik plant.  Nolan joins her, also searching. 
Moments, then... Gillian reluctantly opens up... explaining...

GILLIAN
I remember waiting in the caves. 
They tried to get everybody to play
games, to get our minds off of what
was happening back in town.  

(beat)
Nobody played...

(beat)
Except for the day mom died, it's my
worst memory.  Waiting in that cave.

Nolan never knew this.

GILLIAN
And now I'm going to put Ellie through
the exact same thing.

(lost in the enormity
of it)

When is this world ever going to
change...?

NOLAN
(moment, then)

It is changing.  Every day.  Your
generation is changing it.  And
Ellie's will even more.  The future
belongs to you... and her. 

(beat)
It's always been my job to just get
you there.

Gillian looks over at him.  He's never said anything like
this before.  And it provides an insight that Gillian's always
been too close, too hurt, to realize.  Everything he's
sacrificed, including normal family relationships, he's done -
for her.  HOLD.  Then--
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NOLAN
Here!  Look.  Is this--

Takes Gillian a moment, then she looks.  Nolan is pointing
to - a small cluster of purplish VENUS-FLYTRAP-LIKE PLANTS.
Their bulbs are closed tight, swaying in the breeze.  Like
they are sleeping.  Gillian kneels beside them.

GILLIAN
This is them.  Gerrik plants.

She reaches a finger out toward one of them.

NOLAN
Careful... Luke's rash...

GILLIAN
They excrete an enzyme to break down
the flesh of their prey.  No danger
right now, though.  They're pretty
much nocturnal - sleeping right now...

She moves over, blocking the sun with her body, casting the
Gerrik plants in the shade.  The plants stir.  Their bulbs
unfurling a little.  We see the flytrap-like "mouths" inside. 
Nolan grimaces.  Gillian is totally into this.  She blows on
them gently - and they open even more.  Then-- 

She COOS to them softly.  COOS again.  Nolan watches.  And,
suddenly - the plants COO back.  It's oddly distorted, not
identical, but - definitely recognizable.  Gillian grins,
losing herself in the wonder of it.  Then she says softly--

GILLIAN
Hello...  Hello...

Long moment, and... the plants mimic back... "Hello... 
Hello..."  Astonishing.  Gillian glances up at Nolan.  Nolan
is wondering - could this be his answer?

OFF Nolan--

END OF ACT FIVE
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ACT SIX

EXT. ROCK LINE - BRISSEL PASS - LATE AFTERNOON

Townspeople setting up defenses along the rocks lining the
pass.  There's a real intensity.  The town's survival depends
on it.  

We come upon Ricca and Walter, the shop owner and businessman
from our opening town meeting.  They are sweat-drenched,
bone weary.  But they push themselves to keep working, like
everyone else.  Walter looks toward the pass--

RICCA
Will you quit looking up there. 
They're not coming 'til sunrise.

WALTER
Yeah?  How do we know they won't
decide to attack sooner? 

RICCA
Cuz they want the sun at their backs,
and the sun in our eyes.  Make us
waste as much of the ammo that we
still got left.

This sure doesn't make Walter feel any better.  Then Ricca
spots something down in the valley:  dust from a trail of
skimmers leaving the valley.  Walter SEES it, too--

WALTER
Gotta expect some of us to run. 
People with families...

Ricca indicates the workers all around them--

RICCA
We all got families.  Either you
defend this town, stand up for all
it represents--

WALTER
(grimly)

-- maybe die for it--

RICCA
Yes, maybe die for it.  Or you never
belonged here in the first place...

OFF the two of them--

ANOTHER ANGLE - near the entrance to the pass:  a scaffold
is being erected.  Quick and dirty - but strong.  McCAWLEY
MINING CO. flatbed skimmers are here, full of rough-hewn 
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lumber and supports from the mines.  McCawley MINERS are
building the scaffold, being directed by a couple of Datak's
TECH WORKERS.  (Mostly human) Miners and (mostly Votan) Tech
Workers - two sets of people who've probably always given
each other wide berth.  But not today...

EXT. HARMONY HALL - LATE AFTERNOON

ANGLE ON - open ammo crates (like the ones from the train)
laid out in front of the building.  There are only six of
these crates.  WIDER - Amanda, Rafe, Datak, Irisa, Tommy and
some deputies are here.

TOMMY
That's it?

HUSK
(nods)

That is all of our ammo rods.

AMANDA
What's your assessment?

HUSK
Maybe two rods per weapon.  After
that...

RAFE
We'll be firing dry.  If there are
as many as a hundred Vulge, like
last time, we won't even get half...

A very grim assessment.

IRISA
And regular guns won't do anything...?

DATAK
Not against the Vulge.

The Spirit Riders are now carrying out OTHER LARGER CRATES. 
Husk cracks one of these crates open.  Inside:  three of the
powerful VO-TECH RIFLES.  More rifles in the other large
crates.  Tommy immediately reaches for one.  Husk steps in
front of the crate, stopping him.

HUSK
They are not handed out until the
very last moment...

(indicating the other
Spirit Riders)

We Spirit Riders have been entrusted
with securing these powerful
weapons... 
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TOMMY
To protect them, I know--

HUSK
Not to protect them.  To protect the
town from them.

(beat)
We have sworn on oath to never put
this destructive force into the hands
of anyone who might use it for reasons
other than the defense of all.

And Husk's eyes fall first on Rafe... and then on Datak. 
Both men know why he is looking at them.  And both of them
maintain a hard, unyielding look.  HOLD, and--

EXT. NOLAN'S CABIN - ESTABLISHING - LATE AFTERNOON

INT. NOLAN'S CABIN - LATE AFTERNOON

CLOSE on Gillian... a pair of neo-Earth headphone on. 
Concentrating very hard.  Completely wired in to whatever
she's working on.  ANGLE ADJUSTS - REVEALING that she's
working an eclectic jumble of electronic equipment.  One of
the Gerrik plants is before her, rooted in a pile of damp
earth plopped right here on Nolan's kitchen table.  The plant
stem has been flayed open, revealing a cluster of colorful
fibrous cord-like strands inside.  Gillian has attached
several alligator clips to various strands.  She's working
her equipment, dialing in, dialing out... listening hard.   

On the other end of the table, Nolan is doing his thing.  He
has a large canvas bag, and he's laying out all his
Progressive Tech rifles and handguns.  He has lots of them. 
Gillian glances over, notes what Nolan is doing.  She
momentarily lowers her headphones, eying the guns--

GILLIAN
I thought you said regular guns didn't
work on the Vulge.

NOLAN
They don't.

GILLIAN
So, what - you want to at least be
sure to annoy them?

NOLAN
If our Vo-tech ammo runs out, I don't
want to just stand there with air in
my hands as they get close enough to
smell their breath.
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Beat, then Gillian wordlessly slides one of the hand guns
over beside herself.  Nolan grins.  She grins back.  Gallows
humor.  She slips her headphones back on, returns to her
work.  Nolan watches her.  Moments, then he says very, very
low, knowing she can't hear him--  

NOLAN
You have any idea how much I love
you...?

She, of course, doesn't hear it.  Nolan is just going back
to his guns, when - Gillian suddenly sits up in her chair!  

GILLIAN
I-- !

(listens)
Okay.  Okay--

She keeps adjusting the equipment.  Hears something more!

NOLAN
What--

And she instantly fumbles to patch the headphone wire into a
pair of speakers.  

GILLIAN
...A voice!  I swear I heard--

Suddenly - BOOMING INTO THE ROOM:  a wild blend of SMALL ANIMAL
AND INSECT NOISES.  SQUEAKS, CHIRPS, CHITTERS.   Nolan's hand
darts out, turning it down to a roar.  The SOUNDS are
recognizable, but oddly distorted... otherworldly... after
all, we're hearing the organic "recordings" of this plant...

Gillian works her dials.  Trying to find it again.  Then...
a sound different from the animal noises.  Distorted, distant. 
Gillian concentrates hard, working the dials.

Nolan leans in beside her, his head near hers.  Listening
together.  And slowly, the distorted noises begin to
distinguish themselves as... a human voice.  Garbled.  Gillian
keeps fine-tuning...

OVER SPEAKERS
...crazy!  You know that?!.....
...swear I'm gonna.....

A spontaneous laugh escapes from Gillian.  She's done it. 
Nolan is astonished.  But also sobered, because he recognizes--

NOLAN
That's Luke McCawley's voice...
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Gillian's expression shifts as she realizes they are hearing - 
Luke's final moments.  She keeps fine-tuning--

OVER SPEAKERS
...ok!.... ...want it that bad, I'll
give it to y--..........

(beat)
.....want it that bad.....

(beat)
...give it..... give it to you......

Gillian looks at Nolan.  His suspicions were correct.

GILLIAN
They're fighting over the
terraformer...

Then another odd SOUND.  Not a voice.  INDISTINCT, but SHRILL. 
They both react. 

NOLAN
What is that...?

Gillian isn't sure.  She works her dials.  Moves one of the
alligator clips a couple of millimeters on one of the strands. 
Nolan listens very closely.  The SHRILL SOUND is growing
stronger.  But still badly distorted.

Then... slowly... it begins to isolate.  It's an electronic
sound... rhythmic...  Now Gillian brings it into the best
clarity that she can.  

GILLIAN
I can't tell what--

Nolan knows exactly what it is.

NOLAN
It's a hailer signal.

GILLIAN
(frowning)

That's not a regular signal...

Nolan looks down at his own hailer sitting on the table, a
worn Lawkeeper decal on it.

NOLAN
No.  It's not...

And OFF Nolan's darkening expression--
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EXT. BRISSEL PASS - EVENING

The sun just setting.  Huge worklights KICKING ON - as the
townspeople never stop working together to prepare.  

ALONG THE ROCK LINE

Anything that can be used for cover - ore carts from the
mines, troughs and planks from ranches and farms -- anything
is being set up along the rocks lining the pass. 

ANGLE - One of the heavy ammo crates is being hefted by hand
up into the rocks.  Tommy shoves from below, Irisa pulls
from above.  Mighty combined effort.  They manage to get it
up to the ridge.  Both fall back, breathing hard.  Tommy
glances at her, reads her vibe--  

TOMMY
You scared?

She gives him a hard look.

TOMMY
Hey, I am.  Nothing to be ashamed
of.  Not with the Vulge.

Irisa's surprised at this admission.  Grateful.  It gives
her some freedom to let her own real anxiety show...

IRISA
You've face them before...?

TOMMY
Enough times to know to work up a
healthy fear of 'em.

(then)
So - you weren't here the last time
they attacked?

She shakes her head.

IRISA
I've only been in Defiance five years.

(beat)
Came here on a visit.  With my family. 
My father's a representative for the
Earth Republic.  When it came time
to leave, I... I wanted to stay.

(long moment, then)
So I hid.  Hid so I'd miss the train...

Tommy looks at her.  Almost identical to what he did.  And
Irisa knows it.  Moment.  Then Irisa's hailer SIGNALS--
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IRISA
Deputy Niir. ... Sure.  Okay, Chief. 
Be right in.

(hangs up)
Chief wants me in.

TOMMY
What for?

IRISA
(frowning)

He didn't say.  He sounded... funny.

She pushes up from the rock, and Tommy watches her go.  OFF
Tommy, clearly intrigued by her--

EXT. MAIN STREET - DEFIANCE - NIGHT

Brightly lit.  Lots of activity here, too.  PICK UP Nolan -
moving purposefully along the street.  All around him,
townspeople are hurriedly boarding up storefronts, loading
skimmers with supplies to take out to the pass, etc.  As
soon as people see Nolan, they're on him, calling out to him-- 

TOWNSPERSON #1
-- Chief!  What d'we do if the Vo-
tech ammo runs out? --  

TOWNSPERSON #2
-- We gonna have a second front set
up here in town in case the Vulge
bust through? --

TOWNSPERSON #3
-- Chief!  The mayor's been looking
for you! --

Nolan, grim-faced, ignores all of them. He just beelines for
the Lawkeeper Office entrance.  Irisa is just hurrying up
from another direction.  She sees his expression.  She reacts--

IRISA
What is it, Chief?

He just goes inside.  OFF Irisa--

INT. LAWKEEPER OFFICE - CONTINUOUS

As Nolan pushes into the empty room (all deputies are out
helping with the battle prep).  Irisa hurries after him as
he moves past the desks toward the data center in the back--

NOLAN
I need all communication logs from
the night of the murder.  All patrol 

(MORE)
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NOLAN (CONT'D)
schedules.  And I need property
booking lists for the last month--

IRISA
Why, Chief.  What's wrong?

Nolan doesn't say.  OFF Irisa-- 

INT. THE NEEDWANT - MERCANTILE - NIGHT

As Kenya supervises her EMPLOYEES - including her COURTESANS
from the bar - pulling needed supplies from the shelves.

KENYA
We've got more gauze and bandages in
the back.  Get it all packed up and
out to the pass--

Kenya sees an employee tentatively cutting some expensive
linen from a bolt.  Kenya just tears it with her hands-

KENYA
Doesn't have to be pretty.  It needs
to cover wounds--

Kenya turns - and is surprised to see Amanda standing there. 
Amanda looks worn through, distressed from all the prep.

AMANDA
Rumor has it - a girl can get a drink
around here...?

Kenya meets Amanda's eye, and a small smile traces her lips.

INT. THE NEEDWANT - BAR - NIGHT

Dark and deserted tonight.  Amanda and Kenya sit at the bar,
alone in the vast room, a bottle of Kenya's finest between
them, and two glasses.  Stealing this very quick moment
together...

KENYA
I hear the Chief has some sort of
plan, some sort of super weapon - if
he can get his hands on it...

AMANDA
And we're going to need it.

Kenya isn't used to seeing the Mayor like this--
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KENYA
How many times in the past have we
had to defend ourselves like this? 
The town knows how to do this.

AMANDA
I just have a bad feeling about this
one.

Kenya studies her.  Moment, then--

KENYA
Remember when we first came to
Defiance?  Wasn't even called Defiance
then.

AMANDA
You'd barely hit your teens.  Hadn't
even kissed your first boy.

KENYA
That is not entirely true...

Amanda looks at her, smiles.  Then--

AMANDA
All I wanted was to be a teacher. 
Teach kids.  I never saw myself doing
this... being responsible for so
many people... every day... every
day...

KENYA
I always knew you had it in you.  

(beat)
So did mom.

(beat)
She always said you were the
responsible one.

And we realize - they are sisters.  Amanda looks around the
bar.  All that Kenya commands--

AMANDA
And you were the bold one.

KENYA
Knew us pretty well, didn't she...?

The two sisters regard each other.  Amanda gently holds out
her glass, and Kenya gives it soft CLINK with hers.  AND--
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INT. LAWKEEPER OFFICE - NIGHT

As Nolan, under stark lamp light, pores over various logs. 
Irisa hurries over with another log book.  We can see from
Irisa's troubled expression that she now knows what Nolan is
uncovering.  She looks at Nolan - knows that no matter how
she's feeling, Nolan's suspicions are eating at him more. 
Nolan scans this last log.  And - he looks up.  He's seen
enough.  His expression is stone.  He's on his feet.  Heading
for the door.

IRISA
(concerned)

Let me go with you.
(beat)

Chief--

Nolan doesn't turn.  Doesn't acknowledge.

IRISA
Chief--

But he's already out the door.  HOLD on Irisa, and--

INT. A ROOM - NIGHT

ON Davy - in his small, cluttered guest house.  He's got a
pair of duffels splayed open on the bed, and he's rapidly
filling them with clothes.  Looking very anxious.   

A SOUND outside - and his head turns fast to listen.  Nothing. 
He anxiously turns back to shoving clothes, when--

The front door smashes open.  Davy spins.  

Nolan's huge frame fills the doorway.  Davy's eyes widen.

DAVY
Chief!

Nolan steps inside.  A fire in his eyes.  Unsettling. 
Dangerous.  He looks at the duffels on the bed--

DAVY
I was just - just getting some of my
stuff together.  Some people are
hiding their valuables in the caves,
you know--

Nolan moves right up to Davy, and - slams Davy's duffels to
the floor with one violent sweep of his arm.  Davy stumbles
back.  Nolan kicks the contents around, looking for something--

DAVY
My God, Chief!  What-- !
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NOLAN
Never would have occurred to me. 
Never any reason for it to cross my
mind...

DAVY
What are you talking about--

Nolan doesn't find what he's looking for.  He turns on Davy,
that fire in his eye is downright scary now as--

NOLAN
You discovered the body...  

FLASH - we REPLAY the moment when Nolan's skimmer arrives at
the murder scene... Davy waiting at his skimmer...

DAVY
-- Luke's body?  Yeah.  What--

NOLAN
Irisa says you found the murder
weapon...

FLASH - REPLAY the moment in the shed when Davy discovers
the Charge-Blade...

Davy stares... fear growing...

DAVY
I... I don't know what you're
thinking, Chief, but what you're
saying, it's--

NOLAN
The night Alak and Luke fought.  You
were the arresting officer...

FLASH - this time, something we haven't seen before:  Davy
and two DEPUTIES breaking up a fight between Alak and Luke...

NOLAN
Alak thought he lost Christie's locket
in the fight.  But the property logs
show that the locket was checked in
after the arrest...

FLASH - at the Lawkeeper's Office, Davy eying the locket,
looking over at Alak as he's shoved in a cell...

NOLAN
But Alak never got it back, did he...?

FLASH - Davy surreptitiously pocketing the locket...
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Davy starts backpedaling, his fear redlining...

DAVY
Chief--

NOLAN
The night of the murder, dispatch
made its regular two a.m. check-in
calls to all deputies in the field.
Everyone answered their call that
night.  Everyone except you...

FLASH - a Lawkeeper hailer on a belt.  SIGNALING, but not
answered.  WIDEN - enough to REVEAL the WEARER is at the
murder scene... reaching for the terraforming sphere near
Luke's newly fallen body...

Davy is starting to lose it.  

NOLAN
Luke had a rash - got it from contact
with something up at the murder
site...

FLASH - Davy waiting at his skimmer, absently scratching his
leg... 

FLASH - Davy in the Lawkeeper's Office, absently scratching
the same leg with his boot heel...

NOLAN
(indicating Davy's leg)

Roll up your pant leg, Davy...

And Davy knows he's had.  He charges for the door, racing
out--

EXT. GUEST HOUSE - CONTINUOUS

Panicking, Davy runs to his skimmer.  Just as he reaches the
skimmer door - a loud BAM is heard, and a huge hole explodes
in the skimmer door, barely an inch from Davy.  More BAMS,
and more holes - all terrifyingly close to Davy.  Davy
skitters back - but the SHOOTING just continues as--

Nolan is stepping from the guest house - gun in hand.  Firing
at the skimmer.  To stop, Davy - yes.  But there's another
edge to this.  We're seeing a glimpse of the Nolan from the
war.  A Nolan who's very comfortable with violence when he
needs to be.  

Davy stares terrified as - Nolan's arm rockets out to Davy's
throat -- pinning Davy to the skimmer.
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NOLAN
Tell me.

Davy stares, wide-eyed.  Shaking.  Davy struggles for air,
fumbling for the words...

DAVY
Luke and me... we... we both saw it
fall...

And now, fast--

FLASH - Davy beside his LK skimmer, watching several arkfall
STREAKS in the night sky.  One lands not far away.  Davy
leaps behind the wheel of his skimmer... 

DAVY
I got to it first... but Luke was
almost as fast...

FLASH - out near a moonlit pond, Davy stares at the terraform
sphere, where it lies smoldering in the trough it just plowed
in the earth... suddenly Luke appears behind Davy, also
looking down at the sphere... they exchange a look...

DAVY
We both wanted it... you know how
much something like that is worth...

FLASH - Davy and Luke, inside some dark storage shed, arguing.  

DAVY
We kept it hidden... couldn't decide
what to do with it.  He... he didn't
trust me... and I sure as hell didn't
trust him--

FLASH - The night of the murder, Luke in the clothes he is
to die in, is shoving Davy away, taking the sphere toward
his skimmer...

DAVY
He was... was going to take it to
his father.  But I knew... his father
would figure some way to screw me
out of my share.  I'd already thought
about, about what I was gonna do, if
Luke tried to take it away from me...

(beat)
They're already rich!  I know they
would've screwed me!  So I... I...

FLASH - Now we SEE the murder again, in staccato CUTS... but
this time... we SEE the murderer is Davy...
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Nolan keeps his forearm on Davy's throat...

NOLAN
And Alak...?

Choking, Davy still manages to spit it out--

DAVY
...Because of... of the fight he'd
had with Luke.  And because of... of
him and Christie...

Nolan just stares at him.  This boy he's known so well. 
That he trusted.  Lots of emotions coursing through Nolan. 
But only one thing matters right now. 

NOLAN
I need the piece of tech.  I need it
now.

Davy stares, emotionally whipsawed, and frightened by the
steel in Nolan's eyes.  AND--

EXT. BEHIND THE GUEST HOUSE - MOMENTS LATER

Davy, hands shaking, is starting to move flower pots from a
low gardening storage box along the side of the house.  Nolan
just reaches past him and sweeps all the pots aside with a
CRASH.  Then slams open the storage box.  And there inside
he SEES--

The TERRAFORMING SPHERE.  Lying there, half-covered in an
old jacket.

OFF Nolan--

END OF ACT SIX
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ACT SEVEN

EXT. ROCK LINE - BRISSEL PASS - NIGHT

Still a couple of hours until the Vulge are due.

TOWNSPEOPLE of all species, genders, ages are beginning to
take up position behind the fortifications.  The mood is
somber, determined.  Apprehensive.  

Spirit Riders are starting to hand out the Vo-tech rifles. 
Some townsfolk seem familiar with them, some are not.  The
familiar help the unfamiliar...

ANGLE - HUSK.  Carrying a pair of Vo-tech rifles.  He's
approaching - Rafe and Quentin.  Husk stands before Rafe,
with a warning look.  Rafe just holds Husk's eye.  Then -
Husk offers the weapons.  Rafe takes his firmly.  Quentin
wasn't ready for its weight.  He nearly drops it.  Rafe glares
at him.  Quentin, pissed at himself, hurries to recover.

Rafe gazes across - and SEES Datak now also holding a powerful
Vo-tech weapon.  Datak catches Rafe staring at him.  The two
maintain an uneasy stare.  Then - as if Rafe can't contain
himself, he starts toward Datak.  Datak shifts his weight,
uncertain of Rafe's intentions.  Rafe reaches Datak, those
big pieces of Vo-tech very prominent in both their hands.

Rafe stands before Datak.  No telling what he's thinking. 
Long, long moment.  And...

RAFE
You remember the first time you and
me stood up here...?

Rafe's tone is gruff, as usual.  But his words are something
else.  Datak regards him... then offers, equally unemotionally--

DATAK
Yes.  I remember.

Datak glances to the top of a nearby ridge...

FLASH - we're up on that ridge, bright daylight, and a group
of weary post-war SETTLERS gather up here.  Looking down
into the valley below.  The valley is verdant and wild...
the only structures are the damaged St. Louis Arch and those
three skyscraper tops standing through the prairie grass...

BACK TO SCENE - Rafe looks toward the valley - where the
town of Defiance now stands.  Datak follows his gaze...

FLASH - those settlers... and we SEE a YOUNG RAFE is here,
holding his 3-year-old SON... his WIFE at his side... 
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YOUNG RAFE
(to his son)

What d'you think, Luke?  Think we
can make this work...?

And at the other end of the group - YOUNG DATAK stands with
his wife, YOUNG STAHMA.  Young Rafe and Young Datak take
their eyes from the valley long enough to exchange a look. 
Not friendly, even then.  But they exchange a terse nod - a
silent agreement that this is where they will settle...

BACK TO SCENE - Rafe doesn't look at Datak as he says--

RAFE
We'll defend our town... our town...
as we always have...

(beat)
But I can't promise what comes after.

Datak just maintains a steady gaze.  Beat, and Rafe starts
away without another word.  HOLD on Datak, and--

ANGLE - Alak and Christie.  Together.  They are the present
day flashpoint of the rift between Rafe and Datak.  Alak is
being handed a Vo-tech weapon.  The Spirit Rider looks at
Christie--    

ALAK
No.  She's not fighting.

Christie just reaches out, takes the weapon.  To Alak--

CHRISTIE
I'm not leaving your side.

She says it with true McCawley strength.  He looks into her
eye.  AND--

ANGLE - Tommy and Irisa.  Irisa lifts one of the Vo-tech
rifles from a crate.  Regards it.  She's never held one
before.  Tommy hefts another for himself.  He handles it
expertly... cracks it, checks the mechanism, checks the site,
then snaps it tight - ready.  Grins at Irisa.  There's that
grin again.  Then Irisa's expression shifts.  She's noticed
something o.s.  Tommy looks--

Down below, Nolan's skimmer is heading into the pass.

Irisa watches, concerned.  AND--

EXT. BRISSEL PASS - AT THE SCAFFOLD - NIGHT

Datak's Tech Workers have rigged some sort of elaborate
makeshift device to hopefully weaponize the terraform tech. 
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An eclectic mix of technologies.  The look of it doesn't
instill confidence.  And they're still urgently working on it--

ANGLE - Nolan's skimmer slams up.  Nolan quickly climbs out
as Amanda rushes to him.  She sees in his hands - the
terraform sphere.

AMANDA
You got it.

A couple of Tech Workers race up.  They look at the sphere
like it's the Holy Grail.  Then they quickly take it from
him and hurry back toward the scaffold.

AMANDA
Who-- ?

And now she sees - Davy stepping from the skimmer, pale,
wide-eyed with fear, and shame.  His hands in cuffs.  Amanda
looks at Nolan - know how much this must trouble him.  Nolan
eyes all the fortifications along the rocks.  Many townspeople
now holding the Vo-tech.

NOLAN
We ready?

AMANDA
Getting there.  We'll be as ready as
we can be--

And Amanda's neo-tech walkie-talkie CRACKLES--

WALKIE-TALKIE VOICE
Mayor!  Mayor - you there?!

AMANDA (into walkie)
Yeah.  Amos - is that you?

WALKIE-TALKIE VOICE
It's me, Mayor!  Uh, you - you better
get up here!  Fast!

That doesn't sound good.  OFF Nolan and Amanda--

EXT. ROCK LINE - BRISSEL PASS - TWO MINUTES LATER

Nolan and Amanda hurry along this ridge toward a lookout,
AMOS (40, human), staring off with neo-tech binoculars--

NOLAN
What is it, Amos--

Amos, all color drained from his face, hands Nolan the
binoculars.  Nolan looks--
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POV - THROUGH BINOCULARS.  It takes the binoculars a moment
to find focus in the dark.  As the image resolves, WE SEE
what look like clouds of roiling dust.  Being kicked up by
something big and powerful moving into the pass.  And now
VAGUE SHAPES are glimpsed within the swirling dust.  Indeed
big and powerful.  And chilling.  The Vulge.

Amanda watches Nolan anxiously--

AMOS
It's them, isn't it?

Nolan lowers the binoculars, looks at Amanda--

NOLAN
They're coming now.

EXT. ROCK LINE - BRISSEL PASS - MINUTES LATER

ANGLE - THE WORK LIGHTS.  As they are slammed OFF.  Leaving
the pass in a cast of stark, unsettling moonlight...

VARIOUS - Townspeople hunkering into position.  Some are
clearly experienced fighters - ex-soldiers like Husk and his
Spirit Riders, Rafe, Datak, Tommy, and others.  And then there
are the majority of the townspeople -- hefting the unfamiliar
Vo-tech, quick-wiping sweat from their eyes, some fighting
Arthritic knees to find comfortable positions behind the
barricades.  But everyone of them - experienced or not, young
or old - share two intense emotions:  a healthy fear of what
they're about to engage in, and an unwavering determination.

A defiance.

ANGLE - ON THE SCAFFOLD.  As the Techs position the terraform
sphere before an inset they've prepared for it in their
makeshift equipment.  The inset is too small - and the Techs
are frantically, but gingerly, pulling and prying away
surrounding circuitry, trying to get it to fit.  Other Techs
are reaching around the first set of Techs any way they can,
attaching clips and patches to particular spots on the sphere.

On the control panel - a small display with a DEEP RED LIGHT.

ANGLE - NOLAN.  CLOSE ON HIS HAILER:  an identical RED LIGHT
also displayed here.  WIDER - Nolan is on one side of the
pass - purposefully walking the line of poised and ready
townspeople defenders.  He anxiously checks the RED LIGHT on
his hailer, then looks to the scaffold 200 yards away.  He
can only slightly make out the Techs working there.  Nolan
turns back, CALLING OUT to the defenders as he walks the line--

NOLAN
Ok.  You all know what you need to
do.  Hold your fire until you get 

(MORE)
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NOLAN (CONT'D)
the order.  We only have so much
ammo--

ANGLE - AMANDA.  She's walking the second line of defenders
on the other side of the pass, also calling out--

AMANDA
-- so use it smart.  We won't win in
a toe-to-toe fight.  Just keep driving
the Vulge together--

ANGLE - NOLAN

NOLAN
-- drive them to the center.  We use
what we've got to keep them in the
center.

He passes Ricca and Walter, manning a barricade together--

RICCA
Chief.  Is that gizmo of yours really
gonna work?

Nolan looks at his hailer, and the RED LIGHT still there. 
He wishes he knew...  Suddenly a VOICE calls out from the
forward position--

FORWARD POSITION VOICE
Here they come!

Everyone tightens.  DOLLY FAST with Nolan as he unslings his
Vo-Tech, moving to the forward-most position--

ANGLE - AMANDA.  DOLLY with her, also moving fast past her
fearful-but-determined defenders to her position--

ANGLE - TOMMY AND IRISA.  Tommy wipes sweat from his eyes. 
He glances over.  Irisa is intensely ready - and not a whit
of sweat.  Tommy grins.  There's definitely something about
this woman...

ANGLE - RAFE AND QUENTIN.  Quentin aiming, clearly scared. 
Rafe reaches over and undoes the safety on Quentin's Vo-tech. 
Rafe doesn't look at his son.  Even now, facing this enemy,
Quentin knows his father thinks so very little of him...

ANGLE - ALAK AND CHRISTIE.  Shoulders touching.  Inseparable.

ANGLE - DATAK AND STAHMA.  Stahma's hand is quaking; Datak
reaches over, steadies it; they exchange a knowing look.  A
loving look.  When the chips are down...
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ANGLE - NOLAN.  As he spots Gillian, set up near the forward-
most position, readying her Vo-Tech.  With that intense focus
of hers.  Nolan studies her a moment, feeling both great pride
and great sorrow that she's ready to face what's coming. 
Moment - then he slides into position beside her.  They
exchange a look.  A look full of the true deep feelings they
hold for each other.  As they ready themselves...

ANGLE - AMANDA.  As she slides into position, as well.  Beside
Kenya.  AS the two sisters also ready themselves...

THEN - AN O.S. SOUND BEGINS.  Starting LOW.  A DEEP SOUND. 
Portentous.  SOUND of the Vulge army heading this way.

ANGLE - THE PASS.  At the entrance to the pass - that cloud
of dust begins to appear.  An ominous image...

And now, poking through the dust - visions of The Vulge. 
The stark moonlight makes their shell-like plated bodies
glisten through the dust.  Their eyes burn with a ghastly
internal fire.

At least a hundred fierce warriors.  The SOUND of their
pounding march growing steadily, unnervingly loud.  As-- 

VARIOUS - The townspeople begin to see the Vulge coming. 
Fear ratcheting...

ANGLE - ON THE SCAFFOLD.  The Techs still trying to get the
sphere seated in their equipment.  The light on the panel
still RED...

ANGLE - NOLAN.  Checks his hailer.  The light still RED.  He
sets the hailer on the barricade so it's always in view. 
And readies his Vo-tech...

ANGLE - AMANDA.  Also looking at her hailer - and the RED
LIGHT there.  She tries to blink away her uncertainty as she
steadies her rifle...

ANGLE - THE VULGE.  Moving fully into the pass... past the
forward positions of the defenders above...

ANGLES - All of our people hold their fire.  But the tension
is hitting critical mass for many of them.  The POUNDING
SOUND is powerful enough that they feel it now.

Then--

ANGLE - CLOSE SHOT.  Some dirt is dislodged by the vibrations. 
It skitters down the rock face near Quentin.  

ANGLE - several of the Vulge hear the dirt falling.  They
instantly look up into the rocks above them--
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ANGLE - And to Quentin, it appears the Vulge are looking right
up at him.  Muscle reflex or just plain fear - Quentin FIRES.

ANGLES - Everyone else is caught off guard.  And as the Vulge
immediately swing their Vulge weapons upward--

OUR PEOPLE OPEN FIRE WITH THE VO-TECH.

THE BATTLE

SWOOPING AERIAL SHOT - the PERCUSSION of the DEFIANCE BATTLE
THEME instantly bursts onto TRACK as the rocky pass below is
ALIT with the bright staccato ARCS of weapons fire-- 

FAST-CUT, GAME-INSPIRED ACTION:

The Vo-Tech weapons are amazing.  But it's the spirit of the
humans and Votans fighting side by side that really matters. 
All defending their common home.

The Vulge weapons are also energy based - but clearly weaker
than the Vo-Tech.  But some of our people are hit.  This
isn't a battle without casualties...

Some Vulge charge savagely for the rocks, climbing with their
blood-caked HAND-TO-HAND VULGE WEAPONS.  The townspeople
fire, driving them back.  As planned, aiming their shots to
attempt to keep the Vulge pinned in the center of the pass--

Now some of the Vulge begin to swing around larger, bazooka-
like Vulge weapons.  They aim into the rocks and FIRE--

The projectiles hit a section of the barricades.  Instant
ICE-BLUE FLAMES ERUPT.  COLD-FIRE.

MORE COLD-FIRE IS LAUNCHED.  And more of our positions are
hit.

ANGLE - NOLAN.  Witnessing this.  Wishing there was something
more he could do.  He looks at the light - still RED.  He
just continues firing.  

ANGLE - AMANDA.  Also seeing the cold-fire scoring hits. 
She turns back to the fight, and - she's hit by some Vulge
weapon fire.  Blasted back.  Kenya, horrified, rushes to
Amanda's side.  Amanda is badly wounded.  But--

AMANDA
Keep fighting!

Kenya wants to stay, but Amanda shoves her back toward the
fight--

VARIOUS - Some of our people's Vo-tech starting to go dry.
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ANGLE - Tommy checks an ammo crate - only two ammo rods left. 
He tosses one to Irisa.  Exchanges a worried look with her.
Then he slams the last rod into his own rifle and dives back
beside her to keep firing--

ANGLE - A VULGE WARRIOR with a cold-fire bazooka.  He squints
forward, sees the vague outline of the scaffold in the
distance.  He swings his bazooka.  And FIRES.  The projectile
ERUPTS from the mouth of the bazooka, BLASTING past CAMERA--

ANGLE - THE SCAFFOLD.  As one of the stanchions is hit with
the cold-fire.  The scaffold jerks--

ON THE SCAFFOLD.  The Techs are slammed sideways.  The
scaffold lists badly - but doesn't fall.  Panicked, the Techs
keep to their task.  And - they get the sphere seated in the
inset.  A moment of amazed looks - then they are instantly
in action - flying behind keyboards, starting to work panels. 
POWER within the sphere starts to flutter on.  Tentative. 
Nothing certain, but...

VARIOUS - TOWNSPEOPLE.  As more and more of the Vo-tech goes
dry...

ANGLE - AMANDA AND KENYA.  Amanda trying to staunch her own
heavy bleeding.  Kenya keeps firing.  Then her Vo-tech goes
dry.  She looks around at Amanda.  Amanda meets her eye...

ANGLE - ALAK AND CHRISTIE.  Their useless Vo-tech tossed
aside.  They just hold each other now...

ANGLE - THE VULGE.  The containment fire from the townspeople
is dying out... and the Vulge are starting to spread out...

ANGLE - THE SCAFFOLD.  It jerks again, ready to collapse. 
The Techs work madly.  And suddenly - the POWER within the
sphere BURSTS on!  The Techs sees this, astonished, and work
faster--

ANGLE - NOLAN.  He's continuing to fire.  Beside him,
Gillian's Vo-tech goes dry.  Now Nolan's does, too.  Their
eyes meet.  

Play the moment between them.  

Then ... Gillian notices:  the light on his hailer is now
GREEN. 

GILLIAN
Dad - look!

Nolan sees it.  He instantly looks toward the distance
scaffold - a bright energy is beginning to build atop the
scaffold.  
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Nolan is instantly on his feet, rushing along the line of
defenders--

NOLAN
GET DOWN!  EVERYBODY GET DOWN!

The townspeople start to hunker as low as they can get--

ANGLE - AMANDA.  She's holding her hailer with the GREEN
LIGHT toward Kenya.  Kenya immediately is up, also rushing
along the defenders on this side of the pass--

KENYA
DOWN!  PEOPLE!  EVERYBODY DOWN!

ANGLE - THE SCAFFOLD.  As the Techs keep working.  The
BLINDING ENERGY in the sphere peaking.  The Techs all dive
away as--

VARIOUS - our people hunkering down--

ANGLE - NOLAN.  Shielding Gillian.  Watching as--

WIDE ANGLE - of the pass, with the Vulge spreading out,
looking invincible.  And--

A BLINDING ERUPTION OF LIGHT AND ENERGY EXPLODES FROM THE
SCAFFOLD AT THE END OF THE PASS.  LIKE THE BURST THAT SCARRED
LUKE IN THE OPENING.  EXCEPT THIS IS 50 TIMES BIGGER.  IT
WASHES THROUGH THE BOWL OF THE PASS, SCORCHING EARTH AND
ROCKS - AND THE VULGE.  

WHETHER ON THE GROUND, OR STARTING TO SCALE THE ROCKS, THE
VULGE ARE ENGULFED.  A FEW VULGE HIGH ENOUGH ON THE ROCKS
ARE CUT IN HALF BY THE TOP EDGE OF THE BLAST.  CUT IN HALF
IS STILL PLENTY EFFECTIVE...

The pass is now a smoldering swath of charred carbon.

ANGLES - as the townspeople begin to rise, to look down into
the pass.  Bone-weary, emotionally drained... astonished. 
The Vulge are gone.  Despite their exhaustion, the townspeople
begin to CHEER, slapping each other on the back, hugging.

ANGLE - NOLAN AND GILLIAN.  Their eyes meet.  They want to
hug.  So badly.  Long moment, then - Gillian rushes into his
arms.  Nolan holds her so tight he almost crushes her. 
Then...

His eye goes across the pass, and he SEES - Amanda being
lifted by some townspeople.  Kenya at her side.  He can tell
that Amanda is badly wounded. 

ON NOLAN - absorbing this.  AND-- 

END OF ACT SEVEN
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ACT EIGHT

EXT. MAIN STREET - DEFIANCE - MORNING

The town is understandably slow getting started this morning. 
Townsfolk starting to appear... a good number with bandages...

EXT. HARMONY HALL - MORNING

Townspeople gravitate toward the Hall.  Spirit Riders are
SEEN in front of the building, inventorying and re-crating
the Vo-tech rifles.  Some rifles, damaged in the battle, are
beyond repair.  They're tossed in a junk pile...

EXT. SIDE OF HARMONY HALL - MORNING

Several townspeople surveying that damage to the Hall...

INT. DOC YEWLL'S OFFICE - MORNING

Crowded with cots.  A makeshift hospital.  Yewll moves to
one of the cots - where Amanda lies, her torso heavily
bandaged.  Typical Amanda, she's trying to get up--

DOC YEWLL
And just where do you think you're
going--

AMANDA
I'm fine--

DOC YEWLL
-- Fine?

AMANDA
-- I survived.  Close enough.  And
there's a few thousand things to do
this morning--

DOC YEWLL
There may be things to do, but you're
not doing them.  Not yet.

Amanda stands - on very shaky legs.  Yewll steps closer.

AMANDA
Keep away from me, Doc--

Yewll just reaches out and with one finger nudges Amanda
back onto the cot.  Amanda plops into a sitting position.

DOC YEWLL
Oh, yeah - you're just fine.
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AMANDA
What'm I supposed to do?  Just lie
here?

DOC YEWLL
-- And heal.  Yes.

Amanda hates the idea.  She looks around the bed--

DOC YEWLL
What are you looking for?

AMANDA
My hailer.  Somebody can at least
bring me some paperwork from the
office.  While I'm sitting here--

DOC YEWLL
Not sitting.

And again - the one finger.  And Amanda goes prone.

AMANDA
Will you stop doing that?

Amanda lies there, starting at the ceiling.  She hates lying
like this most of all.

DOC YEWLL
Heal.

Delivered like an order.  Amanda pins her with a look.  But -
she stays.  Satisfied, Yewll wanders off.  Amanda keeps
staring at the ceiling.  Then she blinks once.  Twice.

ON YEWLL - Moving to check on another PATIENT's dressing. 
She peels off the dressing, reaches for a fresh one.  She
glances over at Amanda.  And - Amanda is already asleep. 
Blissfully, finally - asleep.  As Yewll smiles...

EXT. A HILLTOP - MORNING

PANNING a field of EXOTIC HYBRID NEO-EARTH FLOWERS.  WIDEN
to reveal the flowers are blanketing a low hillside.  It's a
beautiful setting.  Up at the crest of the hill--

A small group of people stand facing each other.  With the
sun behind them, it's impossible to tell exactly who they
are.  But the setting, the image, is warm and idyllic...

EXT. HARMONY HALL - DAY

Mid-day now.  Several more townspeople out and about.  We
PICK UP Gillian and Ellie arriving in town.  Heading toward
the Harmony Hall...
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EXT. SIDE OF HARMONY HALL - CONTINUOUS

Gillian and Ellie move to where - a large contingent of
townspeople are working to repair the Hall.  Human and Votan. 
There's the spirit of an old-fashioned barn raising.  

ANGLE - Kenya and her NeedWant employees.  Her Courtesans
right in the thick of it, in their minimal "work" shorts and
cut-off tees.  And toolbelts.  Some of the YOUNG MEN working
nearby have a hard time keeping their eyes off of them. 
Kenya smiles.  This isn't going to hurt business...

Ellie spots some other KIDS playing nearby.  She runs over
to them.  Gillian watches her go.  Then spots a table of
tools, moves to it, finds a hammer, some nails, and goes to
join the work.  She spots--

ANGLE - NOLAN

-- up on a plank, doing his part.  She considers, then starts
to climb up beside him.  He turns and sees her.  Glad to see
her.  Nods to her.  She nods back.  And, wordlessly, they
begin working, side by side...

ANGLE - RAFE

-- also here - working.  Lost in his own world.  A CASTITHAN
TOWNSWOMAN is delivering water.  She offers some to Rafe. 
He barely glances at her, shakes his head sharply, and returns
to his work...

ANGLE - QUENTIN

Across the way.  Also working.  He steals a look his father. 
So very aware of the chasm between them.  He glances over,
SEES a pair of INDOGENE BOYS his age using their strong
(alien) arms to drive nails with ease.  Quentin isn't going
to let them best him.  He hammers that much harder...

ANGLE - IRISA AND TOMMY

Also here to help.  Carrying out heavy crates of nails. 
Tommy wears a Lawkeeper uniform now.  He's sniffing the
uniform--  

TOMMY
This uniform stinks.

IRISA
We used to have a Dreg as a deputy. 
That was his.  I'm not sure it's
been washed since he wore it.  Or
ever.

Tommy gives her a look.
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IRISA
Quit complaining.  The Chief's letting
you stay in Defiance.  Even hired
you into the department... 

She shakes her head at that particular turn of events.  

TOMMY
Hey, the man recognizes talent...

Then - he glances over to watch Nolan working.

TOMMY
Wonder what his story is?

IRISA
What d'you mean?

TOMMY
Think he's gonna stay Lawkeeper
forever?

IRISA
Nolan's the only law this territory's
ever known.  He is the law.

Tommy just keeps his eye on Nolan.  Irisa reads his look.

IRISA
What?  You think you're gonna be
chief someday?

TOMMY
Sure.  Why not...?

He glances at her.  And sees the look in her eye.  Realizes--

TOMMY
You?  You think you--

IRISA
Why not?

They move off to get more crates--

TOMMY
(messing with her)

I don't know.  Maybe you could be my
lead deputy or something...

IRISA
(bristling)

Or you could be mine--
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TOMMY
Ha!  See - I haven't been in the
department half a day and I've already
got you promoting me!

And there's that grin again.  And as they go...

ANGLE - STAHMA

...at large tables with some other townspeople, helping to
fix food for the workers.  She glances over and SEES:  Datak
standing at the periphery of the activity, watching the others
working.  He has his business pouch in hand.  He's going in
to his own work today.  He glances over, sees Stahma looking
at him.  Her expression is clear - she wants him to join in
the community work.

And Datak's expression is just as clear.  He will not.

ON Stahma - watching him.  Her disappointment sadly evident...

ANGLE - NOLAN

...has climbed down, gone to the supply table for more nails. 
He becomes aware of something.  Looks down.  Ellie is standing
there, looking up at him, somewhat curiously.  She has a
boomerang-like toy in her hand.

ELLIE
Do you know how to play Tallak...?

She's talking about the boomerang-like toy.

GILLIAN (O.S.)
Are you kidding?  He was the one who
taught me...

Nolan looks around.  Gillian has stepped up.

ELLIE
Can you teach me?  The other kids
already know...

NOLAN
Yeah... sure... I'd like that...

Gillian is pleased.

Husk is stepping up, having just arrived.  He hasn't been
working like everyone else.  Businessman Walter is nearby,
says--
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WALTER
Nice of you to join us, Husk. 
Considering it's your Hall we're
repairing. 

HUSK
(evenly)

The Hall serves all of us, Walter.
(beat)

And I was called away.  Asked to
perform... a very special service
this morning...

His eye goes to Nolan--

HUSK
Jeb...  There's something I think
you should know about...

Nolan sees the look in Husk's eye.  Then - A COMMOTION O.S. 
Nolan looks --

Someone is just rushing onto the scene.  It's - Alak and
Christie, having just arrived.  Both beaming.

ALAK
Congratulate us!  We're married!

Nolan looks at Husk.  Husk just cocks his head.  

FLASH - that gathering on the flower-covered hillside this
morning.  Now we SEE:  Alak and Christie standing before
Husk, Husk with a worn book open before him.  Performing a
wedding...

Husk's expression says to Nolan:  Yep, this was the something
he should know about...

Reactions from the townsfolk.  Mostly - they're stunned. 
Slowly, several people start to step forward to start
congratulating them.  Typical of Defiance, there are also
several others who stare, whispering their disapproval to
each other.

Rafe swings down hard and fast from the where he was working. 
Quentin also clambering down. 

Datak and Stahma are also hurrying over.

Rafe and Datak both arrive before the young couple.  Both
fathers are apoplectic.  Rafe grabs Christie--

RAFE
You are coming home with me right
now!
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Nolan starts to step forward, but - Gillian takes his arm,
restraining him a moment.  And--

Alak steps in front of him firmly.

ALAK
Take your hands off my wife.

The strength of Alak's words give Rafe pause.  

Nolan looks at Gillian.  She nods.  She knew.

Quentin looks at his sister.  Troubled.  Christie meets his
eye.  Gives him a small nod, "It's okay..."  Quentin looks
at his father, sees his angry expression.  Quentin loves his
sister.  Is very torn by this...

Datak has pushed forward--

DATAK
You cannot be married!

Alak just looks his father in the eye.

ALAK
You have nothing to say about it.

DATAK
I am your father!

Alak's expression is a calm, "Not anymore..."  Datak reads
this.  And his expression hardens.  Alak's eye goes to his
mother.  Stahma sees Datak's expression.  She looks back at
Alak.  And gives him a small, approving nod.  Then she gives
her new daughter-in-law an encouraging smile.  It means the
world to Christie...

The congratulatory crowd encircles Alak and Christie.  

ON NOLAN AND GILLIAN - watching this.  Gillian smiles.

GILLIAN
Bet you thought there wasn't anything
that could make your job any harder...

Nolan continues to watch Alak and Christie, and so many in
the town celebrating the union.  Then his eye goes to Ellie
nearby.  

NOLAN
Shouldn't be any other way...

Gillian looks at him, absorbing this.  Moment, then--

Irisa and Tommy come hurrying up.
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IRISA
Chief!  Just got a call.  A family
of Modunaut Reavers has nested up in
the east divide, cutting off water
to the homesteaders up there--  

TOMMY
Sounds like it could turn bloody
fast--

Nolan shifts his weight.  We can tell this is no small turn
of events.  Gillian registers Nolan's reaction.  Not
unexpected.  Then - Nolan looks over at Ellie, standing with
the Tallak toy in her hand, looking up at him.  

NOLAN
(to Irisa)

You two handle it.

GILLIAN
Dad... you don't have to--

Irisa just stares at Nolan, surprised--

NOLAN
Go.

Irisa and Tommy exchange a look - and hurry off.  Nolan looks
at Gillian and Ellie.  

NOLAN
They've got hot dogs over there. 
You guys ready for a hot dog...?

Ellie nods big.  Gillian smiles at him.

GILLIAN
Sounds really good.

And as the three of them move off together, Nolan walking
easily between his daughter and granddaughter... 

We CRANE UP and AWAY... to a WIDE VIEW OF MAIN STREET... and
the landmark arch beyond... our image TRANSFORMING into GAME-
GRAPHIC once again...  AND--
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